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From Concept to Production: Planning for a Great Park
Remarks to the Great Park Corporation Board of Directors on the Occasion of the
First Annual Report by Great Park Corporation Chief Executive Officer Michael D. Ellzey
February 25, 2010
CEO’s Remarks to the Board
Two years ago to the day, I had the good fortune to become a
part of the Great Park team. I was impressed with the work
that was in process and quickly became awe-inspired by the
task ahead.
Few public projects compare to the Great Park development, in
vision or in scope. Moreover, I can say unequivocally that
there has never been a project like this, with this complexity,
with all of its nuances, with all of its opportunities, in this
history of public projects. This project is literally one-of-a-kind
and once in a lifetime.
As I’ve mentioned to the board before, as a former Marine
who has built a career in public service developing large
Great Park CEO Mike Ellzey
public capital projects -- including most recently, as you know,
the rehabilitation of the historic cultural district of Golden Gate Park, I find particular
satisfaction investing my career in a project whose underlying premise is the conversion of a
decommissioned military base into a world-class metropolitan park, a grand public place for
people throughout the county and the region to enjoy.
Upon my arrival, my observation quickly moved from being impressed with the scope and
scale of the project, to a sense of awe at the detailed effort that had been invested in
community outreach, community based planning and extraordinary design of this Great Park.
Today I’m pleased to present to the Board of Directors the first CEO Annual Report for the
Great Park Corporation. In my report, I will reflect on the good work that has been
completed by the hundreds of people who have touched this project. As we move toward the
fifth anniversary of the Great Park, I am both proud and amazed at the progress made by the
Great Park team – designers, landscape architects, engineers, planners, water people, dirt
people, electrical, sewer and drainage people. Sustainability experts. Transportation
planners. Arts and Cultural visionaries and event producers. We have designed a world
class park - we have constructed a modest public space known as the Preview Park, a small
space relatively speaking but with enormous demonstrated capacity – and we have activated
this special place with free entertainment for everyone to enjoy.
-7-
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I’m proud to have the assignment – and in fact, I’m even more proud to have the confidence
of the Board – to move this project through a just-completed design process, into large-scale
construction.
Because we are a number of years into City stewardship of the Great Park project and
because this is the first CEO Annual Report, I want to take a few minutes to reflect upon your
Board’s accomplishments since inception.
The auction of the Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro occurred in the midst of the most
dramatic real estate boom in a generation. As a result, the City of Irvine was able to
negotiate a development agreement with Lennar/Heritage Fields which gave the Orange
County Great Park Corporation the land, the cash, and the financial structure to plan and
begin development of the Orange County Great Park.
The original Development Agreement provided the City with 1,347 acres of land, an
additional $200 million in development fees to plan the Park and begin construction; $201
million for joint backbone infrastructure; and additional cash flow anticipated to be in the
hundreds of millions of dollars or more over the next 45 years though redevelopment tax
increment funds, community facilities district fees, and other Park-generated fees.
At that early point in the Park’s story, the Great Park Board of Directors made what seemed to
be an uncomplicated decision to endeavor to design the Orange County Great Park its
entirety at the outset – every square inch of the 1,347 acres – and then construct park
components, districts and amenities in phases as funds became available. What seemed at
the time to be a relatively “simple” policy decision -- don’t construct a fence around the
property, loaded up with “keep out” signs until the Park is built completely but design
comprehensively -- today reflects sound planning and visionary judgment.
Rather than plan and construct disjointed parts of a park, the Board sought public input. They
envisioned a Great Park, with many facets that would intertwine to create an overall
experience unique to the region. For that task, the Board invited 38 internationally respected
landscape architects to submit designs for the Great Park. The design jury narrowed the field
to seven finalists, and after a public exhibition of the concepts and an online survey, the
Board selected Ken Smith Landscape Architects as the firm most able to translate the Board’s
vision – and the public’s articulated needs – into a park for the region.
Based on the resulting design, it is clear that the Board made the right choice. Through a joint
venture partnership called the Great Park Design Studio, Ken Smith assembled a team which
would carry out the mission to create what the Wall Street Journal then dubbed “The FocusGrouped Park.” Based on my experience in developing public places and my philosophy on
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how the best public projects become reality, I join with Ken in his belief that developing a
public park – developing a public place - must involve public input.
The Board sponsored and the Design Studio and Great Park Corporation team executed an
unprecedented public involvement effort; and a community-based plan informed design efforts
out of which emerged a world class, highly acclaimed design for the Great Park.
Master Designer Ken Smith and the Great Park Design Studio team were the right choice.
They took hold of the Board’s vision – they sought and received community input – and they
produced a master plan that has become in the industry something special. The City of
Irvine, the Great Park Board and staff, the community that contributed – and of course the
Great Park Design Studio – should be proud of the numerous accolades and awards – from
all corners of the planning, design and engineering world – that have been bestowed upon
this project thus far. The list is impressive. This is, in fact, the first CEO Annual Report, and it
is my pleasure to take a moment to reflect on the awards received by the City, the
Corporation and the Design Studio for the Great Park design:
• American Institute of Architects (National)
• 2009 AIA Honor Award in Regional & Urban Design
• American Planning Association (National)
• 2009 Focused Planning Issue Award
• American Institute of Architects (California Council)
• 2008 Honor Award in Regional & Urban Design
• American Society of Landscape Architects (National)
• 2008 National Honor Award for Analysis & Planning
• American Planning Association (California Chapter)
• 2008 Focused Planning Issue Award
• American Planning Association (Orange County Chapter)
• 2008 Focused Planning Issue Award
• American Society Of Landscape Architects (National)
• 2009 National Award for Research
• American Society of Landscape Architects (National)
• 2009 Professional Honor Award for General Design
(Orange County Great Park Observation Balloon Preview Park)
• Sustainable Sites Initiative
• 2008 Case Study
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We are in a good place on the continuum of the Great Park’s development. Today we benefit
from the strength of the vision shown by our Board of Directors. Now that our comprehensive
design is complete, we have a clear plan for future development. With our 10-year Strategic
Business Plan in place, we are poised to approach this development with a “quickest to
green,” more intensified construction plan that uses our funds efficiently.
Stepping back in time again for a moment, its worth noting that the economy began to
change as we were moving through the design process in 2005 and 2006; and, ultimately,
as we now know the economic landscape settled into what many now call the “great
recession.” The world of large public projects, and private development aspirations and
schedules changes forever. The Great Park project was impacted; we needed to adjust
quickly. With ample funds available, the Great Park continued toward completion of the
comprehensive design. But, in the midst of the changing realities, and concurrent with the
comprehensive design effort, Great Park leadership undertook yet another strategy unique to
this development.
While the Park’s design was gaining steam, the Board decided to create and activate the
Park’s first public space. Rather than close the land off until the entire park was complete,
discussion turned to activating portions of the Park for the public enjoyment. To that end –
and in ways unknown at that time –the first steps toward a new beginning were taken in the
summer of 2007. The Great Park became a public place for the first time. The Great Park
Balloon, an orange helium-filled observation balloon which ascends to 400 feet and provides
an overview of the landscape for miles around, and just as more importantly a look at the
Park’s property from above, was launched. As of today, the Great Park Balloon has
welcomed more than 100,000 riders.
As the Great Park’s visitors were enjoying their first glance at this historic iconic feature, the
Great Park team was working to deliver a park plan in record time. A completed master plan
would serve well the prospect of our residential development partner’s interest in bringing
housing on the market. The Great Park Design Studio completed the master planning process
in a tightly compressed timeframe, and the Master Plan for the Great Park was approved by
the Board of Directors, the Irvine City Council and the Irvine Planning Commission in 2007.
At the time, the Master Plan carried an estimated cost of $1.2 billion, according to the Park’s
construction management consultant, Bovis Lend Lease. Later in the process, a newly
reconciled estimate was developed as a part of the 70% schematic design review, which
showed a $1.4 billion estimated cost. Now, construction costs have plummeted. McGraw-Hill
Construction estimates that nonresidential building starts plummeted 30% in 2009. Based on
today’s fiscal environment, I estimate the Park’s construction to the Master Plan today would
be between $1 and $1.2 billion.
- 10 -
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In support of that Master Plan, and as a continuing Board policy to develop the area adjacent
to the Great Park Balloon, the Preview Park was opened to the public in July 2008. Designed
to allow the public a glimpse into the future development of the Great Park, the Preview Park
opened with features and amenities and a design that would be tested by the visiting public
and could eventually become integral to the larger park design. As planned, the Preview
Park allowed visitors to experience early Great Park features and provide feedback on
whether these features were on the right track.
The Preview Park has become a huge success. It has become the region’s newest event
destination, thanks to the very interesting and ever-evolving year-round programming events
and activities. From the winter’s Great Skate to the spring’s Imagination Celebration to the
summer festival and concert series to the fall’s Pumpkin Harvest, our seasonal approach to
events provides a year-round reason to visit the Park and to watch it develop.
I am also proud of our educational and partnership development, some of which you will
hear about later today. These educational programs started with an Open House held in
Hangar 244 at the end of 2007. The public was asked to participate and provide input on
the types of activities, events and programs they wanted to see at the Great Park.
Thousands of surveys were collected, and the ideas brought forward by the public have been
evaluated, brought to the Board for its consideration and many are being planned and
implemented daily as we roll out current and future Great Park activities. Through an
approach of employing priority program feasibility studies, we have been able to reach out to
public and private partners to plant the seeds for development of future programs and
amenities such as museums, sports and entertainment venues, nature educational facilities,
and potentially a consortium of non-profit development space.
Meanwhile, over these recent years as we completed the comprehensive plan, built the Great
Park Balloon and constructed the Preview Park for the enjoyment of many, the housing boom
and then slide became a housing depression. As the Great Park Design Studio presented the
Comprehensive Park Design to the Board of Directors in February of 2009, the strategy of
building this Great Park in development phases became an immediate reality. Major
development projects across the country and even next door were stalling, and many were
going bankrupt. We, however, had the resources to begin a development that would make a
difference.
The presentation of the Comprehensive Park Design to the Board last February represented
the culmination of four years of planning and design execution. As the Board was presented
with renderings of the Great Canyon, the Wildlife Corridor, the Sports Park, the Botanical
Gardens and more unique areas that would someday become a part of the Great Park, we
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shared a sense of pride and accomplishment. This was a realization of vision, and a huge
step toward the future.
With a plan now in place and our mission clear, it was time to plan a development and build
a project. The four years it took to get to this point had taken its toll on the original
development agreement between the City of Irvine and Lennar/Heritage Fields. Our unique
public/private partnership remained strong, and leaders on both sides met for many long
months to renegotiate a development agreement that served the interests of both parties to this
important partnership. In August the City Council approved the Amended and Restated
Development Agreement, which took enormous strides to respond to the challenges of the
economy in a way that allowed development to move forward on the Orange County Great
Park and the adjacent Great Park Neighborhoods.
Soon thereafter, however, we were disappointed to learn that litigation had been initiated
and would delay some of the good things the Great Park and the Great Park Neighborhoods
wanted to do together. Though this lawsuit has delayed the implementation of our
neighboring developments, the City’s partnership with Great Park Neighborhoods remains
strong. We look forward to a resolution and to moving forward on the construction of the two
developments’ joint backbone infrastructure. In the meantime, it is essential to notice that in
the approved Western Sector Park Development Plan, the Great Park team has developed
strategies to stay on track with an impressive development plan and move forward into the
production phase.
The Great Park’s strategy over the next 10 years is founded in the 2009-2020 Strategic
Business Plan. The Great Park Corporation finance team developed a very solid business
plan, though external factors described above necessitated a number of starts and stops to the
plan’s presentation and approval. With the adoption of the Amended and Restated
Development Agreement, the contributions to the Great Park infrastructure, operations and
maintenance funding were clearly known, and could be incorporated into an accurate and
tested financial picture. This strategic plan and the underlying multi-year cash flow analysis
gave our project management team an accurate accounting of the budget available to plan
the first phase of major construction of the Great Park.
The Amended and Restated Development Agreement provides more land and anticipated
funding support for Great Park development, and provides an environment where Park
development can move forward independent of residential development. The amended and
restated development agreement provides for development of a new police headquarters at
the Great Park, as well as additional developable acreage that will grow the park’s footprint
to nearly 1,500 acres in total.
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Again, the pending litigation has delayed the transfer of funds and land, but our talented
team has displayed a tenacious dedication and great creativity in moving forward with
construction plans. Using our current resources, we were able to break ground on the
Western Sector Park Development Plan last month.
Before we move to a discussion of the Park Development Plan, it is important to recognize an
important contributor to our fiscal condition and therefore our capacity to develop park
acreage: earned revenue. Earned revenue is essential to the Corporation’s business model.
The Board has given clear direction to investigate and pursue earned revenue opportunities
wherever possible. Theoretically, any of the Park’s property that is outside the immediate
development plan is available for revenue-producing opportunities. We make creative use of
outlying areas and runway acreage and generate millions of dollars each year through lease
opportunities in these areas.
Our Operations staff and consultants work with longtime lessees such as Tierra Verde
Industries, a company that not only provides revenue, but whose recycling operation helps
fulfill diversion requirements for the City of Irvine. TVI is also a great partner to the Park – for
example, at our recent garden workshops, TVI management brought hundreds of free bags of
mulch to our workshop attendees.
Our Operations team also manages a site rental operation that brings a diverse range of
events to the Great Park. Most notably, the Great Park’s recently opened Festival Site drew
more than 90,000 visitors during Cirque du Soleil’s inaugural production run at the Great
Park. Site rentals throughout the Park’s property encompass everything form large-scale
productions to television commercial shoots, and revenue from site rentals and lease
agreements that are expected to net more than $700,000 this fiscal year for the Great Park.
As we mature as an organization and as a public place, our community partners have
multiplied in numbers and continue to contribute greatly to our success. In addition to Cirque
du Soleil – our first direct commercial partnership of international significance - the Great Park
has partnered in different ways with the United States Marine Corps, the Great Park
Conservancy, the Discovery Science Center, the Orange County Food Bank, the Second
Harvest Food Bank, the Anaheim Ducks professional hockey team, the LA Galaxy professional
soccer team, and numerous non-profit and social services organizations.
This year, we are once again looking forward to a tremendous schedule of events and
programs. These programs have already gotten underway with the second annual Great
Skate, which features free public ice-skating and will draw tens of thousands of visitors to the
Preview Park and historic Hangar 244.
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Concurrent with our move from design to production, the Great Park team is working
diligently to close out the Schematic Design Contract. I’m pleased to report that this effort is
nearly complete, with remaining items to be reconciled estimated to be less than 2% of the
contract value. I hope to bring a status report to the Board and Council in March.
Now, we are at a place where the rubber hits the road. With a first class, award-winning
asset that is the Great Park Master Plan, we are transitioning our team, its expertise and its
focus from the design phase of this grand project to the production of world-class Park
amenities, beginning with the 225-acre, $65.5 million Western Sector Park Development Plan
approved by the Board last October.
Let’s remember for a moment, that the $65 million capital investment proposed by staff and
approved by the Board that forms the basis for the development budget was not “program
based” but was “fiscally based,” that is, derived not from a “what do we want to construct”
perspective, but from a months-long strategic business planning exercise and cash flow
analysis that demonstrated to the Board what the Great Park could afford to develop. Would
we have liked to build 400 acres, or 700 acres, or more. Of course. But, again, we must
remember – and it was paramount in our planning exercise – that we have been for more
than two years embroiled in a dismal marketplace. Our development partners were stymied
by the conditions, and as a direct result, the expected funding stream disappeared and left us
to forge ahead with a prudent and affordable development plan.
We also considered recommending to the Board a broad and expansive “light touch” to the
landscape, where we would terra-form much more acreage but would not develop to the
standard for programming – something beautiful, but less than a people place. Once again,
the Board, in its wisdom, elected for an “intensive” rather than an “expansive” approach to
the first large-scale construction effort. In other words, with the first phase of the Park
Development Plan, we are concentrating on developing the area in, around and adjacent to
the Preview Park, and the iconic Great Park Balloon.
Beginning this year, Park visitors will begin to enjoy amenities and activities, play and
recreation space, a children’s playground, arts and culture venues, and a variety of
agricultural programs, including the Great Park Farm and Food Lab – the home of the Farm to
Fork program at the Great Park, where tons of food is contributed to the region’s needy, a
new Farmers Market, and the nearly 100-acre Great Park Farm.
As you may have seen in a recent front-page story in the Orange County Register, land for
the Great Park Farm has been cleared and is being planted with barley to prepare the soil for
a variety of other crops beginning this Spring.
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I am also pleased to announce the gift of 30 beautiful native oak trees, grown and nurtured
by leading Orange County conservationist Joan Irvine Smith. These wonderful trees will join
the five thousand citrus trees donated to the Park by the Great Park Conservancy and
thousands of additional trees donated to us by Southern California Edison to our forestation
program. In all, we have the pleasant, but daunting challenge to plant more than 9,000 trees
in the early phases of the Great Park development.
We are truly witnessing the generosity of public-spirited citizens, private companies and nonprofit organizations. For good reason, we have become known to many as the “park with a
heart.”
In addition to our agricultural area, we have broken ground on a second project. Now under
construction is the newest amenity in the Preview Park, a creation of active space for children,
known as the Kids Rock play area. Designed to reflect the Great Park’s commitment to
sustainability, Kids Rock will entertain and educate our youngest Park visitors, with a
wonderful complement of play area, climbing rocks and relaxation space for observing
parents.
All of this will be built with a commitment to the principles of environmental and fiscal
sustainability envisioned by the Board and embedded in every aspect of our Master Plan.
This first CEO Annual Report is presented on the occasion of our annual meeting held each
February; more importantly, however, this first report is coincidentally being presented on the
occasion of a well-deserved celebration of the successful completion of the comprehensive
design phase and the beginning of production and construction of the Orange County Great
Park in the form of the Western Sector Park Development Plan.
A good deal of our progress to this point may be described as “behind the scenes,” but as I
have amply described here today, we have built and we have activated to the delight of
hundreds of thousands of visitors an impressive public place. Now, as we transition to large
scale construction, the excitement of construction – something project professionals like me
and the talented team we have assembled live for - will be apparent all around us. As early
as this spring, and I expect consistently for decades to come, the Great Park and the Great
Park Neighborhoods will host one form of construction or another.
Every person, firm and public agency involved in this effort deserves the highest praise for an
extraordinary achievement. For overcoming tremendous obstacles. For meeting the ambitious
goal of creating a Master Plan for more than 1,300 acres and for beginning construction on
the first great metropolitan park of the 21st Century.
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I applaud the Great Park team – the Board, City and Great Park staff, the Design Studio, our
project consultants, and our community and development partners. Please join me in
recognizing this extraordinary group of professionals.
Mr. Chairman, over the next few years, as many more hundreds of thousands of people visit
the Great Park, the landscape will change almost constantly. We will invite arts and cultural
partnerships, we will celebrate the seasons with a wonderful complement of events, we will
host recreation and tournament play, we will honor our veterans. We will create an
increasingly wonderful public place. I invite those who have yet to witness our progress, as
well as those who have eagerly awaited our development, to take a ride in the Great Park
Balloon and watch the Great Park – their Great Park – become something very special.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman; thank you, members of the Great Park Board of Directors; thank
you staff; and thank you design team. It is my privilege to lead this “once in a lifetime” effort
on your behalf and with your support. I look forward to returning next year at this time to
present the year’s accomplishments and the continuing story -- and legacy -- of how the
Orange County Great Park was built.
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Executive Summary
Irvine, California is widely considered to be the best master planned city
in the United States. Created by legendary architect William Pereira,
Irvine’s 1970 Master Plan set a new standard for livable communities.
Irvine’s dedication to the philosophy of “plan first, then build” has
created a community that is among the foremost in the nation for
education, economic prosperity, diversity, and environmental stewardship.
It has also created a remarkably safe community, resulting in the FBI naming
Irvine “America’s Safest Large City” for the past six years running.
The Orange County Great Park represents the adaptation of Irvine’s planning philosophy for
a new millennium.
Driven by the City’s desire to create the first great metropolitan park of the 21st Century,
Irvine leaders initiated a revolutionary community-based planning process to create the
Comprehensive Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park.
Dubbed “the Focus Grouped Park” by the Wall Street Journal, the Orange Country Great
Park has integrated public interest, ideas, and criticisms into every aspect of design,
construction, and programming.
Beginning in 2005, the Great Park Board of Directors commenced a series of public lectures
by the nation’s leading experts on park design and planning to help educate the Board and
the public about the challenge of creating a great public space that will meet the needs of the
community for generations to come.
In 2005, the Board undertook an international design competition to select a Master Designer
for the Great Park from among the world’s best landscape architects, architects, artists,
ecologists and engineers to produce a Comprehensive Master Plan for the Great Park.
Competing firms were presented with a broad record of public participation based on
extensive polling, focus groups and a countywide Stakeholders Conference that was attended
by more than 200 people representing dozens of organizations. Thousands of Orange
County residents reviewed, rated and commented on the competing plans, as did two juries
comprised of nationally regarded experts.
The Board used this information in conjunction with public presentations by the finalists and
on-site visits to the finalists’ offices and projects. On January 23, 2006, the Board voted
seven to one to select the team led by Ken Smith Landscape Architect as Master Designer of
the Orange County Great Park.
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Public participation has continued throughout the four-year master planning process, with
more than 100 public meetings and a series of presentations and exhibitions on the evolving
Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan.
This process has been furthered by the opening of the Preview Park in 2007. The Preview
Park is a 27.5-acre park surrounding the Great Park Balloon that serves as a laboratory for
testing Park design concepts and programs.
In the last two years, the Preview Park has established itself as Orange County’s premier arts
and entertainment venue, hosting more than 200,000 visitors in that time. Attendance is
expected to double this year, driven in large part by the addition of Cirque du Soleil to the
Great Park’s entertainment offerings.
Last year, the master planning process concluded with the successful completion of the
Comprehensive Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park. This body of work consists of
more than 18,000 pages of detailed plans, drawings, and analyses representing the efforts
of more than a dozen leading firms and hundreds of individuals.
The Comprehensive Master Plan has received the highest honors and awards from the
nation’s leading scholars and professional organizations, including the American Institute of
Architecture, the American Planning Association and the American Society of Landscape
Architects.
In describing the Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan, Carol Rhea, Jury Chair of the
American Planning Association said, “…[the plan is] an astounding vision of a new kind of
park.” Dennis Pieprz, one of the nation’s most prestigious landscape architects, called it, “…
a perfect example of a public space designed to integrate successfully into the surrounding
community.” Niall Kirkwood, Chair of Harvard University’s Department of Landscape
Architects, called the plan, “…an extraordinary accomplishment.” Fredrick Steiner, dean of
the University of Texas School of Architecture said, “21st Century principles of sustainability
are present in every aspect of the Master Plan.”
These 21st Century design principles will be on display throughout the next phase of Park
construction – a 200-acre project that includes sports and recreation, arts and culture, and
food and agriculture venues.
The Master Plan for the City of Irvine has guided its successful transition from agricultural
fields into America’s largest and most successful planned city through the past four decades.
We expect no less from the award-winning Comprehensive Master Plan for the Orange
County Great Park.
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International Design Competition
In April 2005, the Board initiated a competitive process to select the Master Designer of the
Great Park. The firm of Forde and Mollrich was tasked with working with the Orange
County Great Park Corporation staff to create a selection process designed to accomplish the
following:
• Assemble the best and the brightest landscape architects in the world;
• Provide peer review by a panel of qualified local and national experts;
• Create a wide variety of opportunities for the public to consult and participate in the
process; and
• Give in-depth information to the Board to enable them to select the best design team
for the Great Park in an open, competitive and transparent process.
• The following is a summary of the Master Designer selection process.
Identification of Qualified Firms
Dr. Hamid Shirvani, former Provost and Professor of Art and Architecture at Chapman
University and current President of California State University, Stanislaus, was retained by the
Great Park Corporation in April 2005 to identify firms that should be invited to submit their
qualifications to design the Great Park. Dr. Shirvani was directed to compile a list of firms
from around the world that he felt had the skill and capacity to create and implement a vision
for a public space on the scale of the Orange County Great Park.
Dr. Shirvani sent Requests for Qualifications (RFQ) to thirty-eight internationally recognized
landscape architecture firms and received responses from twenty-four firms wishing to
participate in the Great Park Master Designer selection process.
The First Design Jury
Dr. Shirvani assembled a Board-approved jury of experts, comprised of seven highly
respected academics, architects and professionals, to review the submissions of the twentyfour firms competing in the Master Designer selection process. Jury members were instructed
to use their expertise to select a limited number of firms clearly qualified to develop and
implement a Master Design for the Great Park.
The design jury consisted of:
• Dr. Hamid Shirvani, then-Provost and Professor of Art and Architecture at Chapman
University, and internationally recognized for his contributions to landscape
architecture and urban design;
• Dr. Diane Ghirardo, Professor of Architecture at the University of Southern California;
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• Dr. Mark Francis, Professor of Landscape Architecture at the University of California,
Davis, and internationally renowned scholar of landscape ecology and sustainable
environments;
• Michael Rotondi, internationally recognized architect and founder of Morphosis
Architects, Santa Monica, California;
• George Bissell, President of Bissell Architects, Newport Beach, California;
• Dan Heinfeld, President of LPA, Irvine, California; and
• Linda Pollak, President of Marpirello Pollak Architects, New York City.
The jury met on June 10, 2005, and thoroughly reviewed the submissions in response to the
Request for Qualifications. Following this review, the jury presented the Board with a list of
seven highly qualified firms that were creative, capable of working on a project of this scale
and represented a diversity of design styles.
The seven firms selected as semi-finalists were Abalos & Herreros of Madrid, Spain; Miralles/
Tgliabue of Barcelona, Spain; Richard Haag Associates of Seattle, Washington; Hargreaves
Associates of San Francisco, Califronia; Olin Patnership of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Royston Hanamoto Alley & Abbey of Mill Valley, California; and Ken Smith, Landscape
Architect of New York in partnership with Ten-Arquitectos of Mexico City, Mary Miss Studio of
New York and Mia Lehrer and Associates of Los Angeles.
On June 23, 2005, the Board unanimously approved the seven finalists recommended by the
design jury. Consistent with the protocols of a design competition of this magnitude, each of
the seven firms received a stipend of $50,000 to develop their detailed Conceptual Design.
Submissions were due on September 1, 2005.
The first design jury made clear that all seven of the Master Designer semi-finalists were
outstanding designers and eminently qualified to prepare the Great Park Master Design.
The Second Design Jury
A second expert jury was assembled by Dr. Shirvani and jurors were charged with using their
experience to thoroughly review and critique all aspects of the seven design submissions.
This second design jury consisted of:
• Dr. Diane Ghirardo, Professor of Architecture at the University of Southern California;
• Mark Hinshaw, FAIA, FAICP, Principal of LMN Architects, Seattle, Washington;
• Tom Oslund, FASLA, FAAR, Principal of Oslund and Associates, Minneapolis,
Minnesota;
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• Walter Richardson, FAIA, Chairman of the Board of RNM Architects, Newport Beach,
California;
• George Bissell, FAIA, President of Bissell Architects, Newport Beach, California;
• Barbara Wilks, FAIA, ASLA, Partner at W Architecture, New York City; and
• Dr. Hamid Shirvani.
A September 16, 2005 report prepared by Corporation staff summarized the views of the
second design jury, including these comments about the three design firms that emerged as
finalists:
The Ken Smith Team. “This project earned the jurors’ undivided
support. They were won over by its conceptual originality, which
is certain to attract many visitors. It offered the most experiences
within a single park while maintaining a cohesiveness that the
other schemes lacked.
Jurors were enthusiastic about the many interesting, creative
features included in this scheme. Among its strongest elements
were the canyon, which anchored the park, and the Bee Creek
wetlands. These features seemed to provide the unexpected,
magical ‘big gestures’ that the Jury was looking for in a scheme.
Jurors also noted people-pleasing additions such as the aircraft
museum and the whimsical use of orange bikes and hot air balloons...
The scheme possessed a strong concept with various elements responsive to the public’s needs
and desires, i.e., groves, outdoor rooms and water features. These elements worked well
individually and together.”
Royston Hanamoto Alley and Abbey (RHAA). “The Jury’s
unanimous view was that the scheme presented by Royston
Hanamoto Alley and Abbey lacked a cohesive concept. The
scheme came across as a collage of functions and interesting
ideas that were not held together by a common theme but merely
composed a colorful quilt. The Jury felt that the scheme was
cluttered with too many small details that lacked a guiding vision.
For example, the proposed center of the park, the Plaza
Aquatica, was deemed too weak a feature to function as a
unifying element... The hangar, as proposed, seemed to the Jury
to be ‘a seductive drawing with serious practical implementation issues.’”
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Enric Miralles Benedetta Tagliabu (EMBT). “While recognizing the
project offered a very sophisticated and strong concept, the Jury
nonetheless found the presentation quite difficult to understand in
terms of its intentions, applicability and fit within the site.
It was the Jury’s conclusion that the presentation could have
benefited from some detailed annotation explaining the drawings.
It needed to make a more concerted effort toward giving the
viewer a virtual walk-through. As presented, the scheme seemed
enigmatic and abstract.”
Public Participation in Master Designer Selection
The Corporation conducted the most comprehensive public outreach program ever
undertaken to select the designer of a public works project in Orange County. Prior to the
commencement of the design competition, a community visioning process was undertaken to
help give shape to the Orange County community’s vision of a great metropolitan park.
Community Visioning Process. The first phase of public involvement was a community
visioning process consisting of the following elements:
• There were nine focus groups/planning sessions conducted between May 16, 2005
and May 25, 2005. A total of 133 community and organization leaders participated
in these sessions. Groups that participated included seniors, environmentalists, sports
and recreation enthusiasts, cross-cultural groups, educators, veterans, social service
providers, arts and cultural organizations, and business leaders.
• A day-long countywide Stakeholders Conference, hosting more than 200 people
representing dozens of community organizations, was held at Chapman University on
June 18, 2005.
• A countywide public opinion poll was conducted from June 27-29, 2005. Findings
were based on 600 completed interviews with a random sample of registered voters in
Orange County. Information obtained during the planning sessions and the
Stakeholders Conference was used to prepare the questionnaire for this poll.
A comprehensive report on the results of the visioning process was presented to the Board
and Corporation staff. This report was used to develop the RFQ for the design competition
and was also submitted to the seven design semi-finalists to assist them in preparing their
conceptual designs.
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Design Competition. A number of methods were used
to capture public response to the conceptual designs.
A public exhibition was hosted at the Irvine Civic
Center, with all seven designs displayed on a series of
temporary walls. Surveys and comment forms were
provided at the exhibition, and the public was
encouraged to comment on the designs.
The designs and accompanying narrative descriptions
were also displayed on the Great Park website. The
public was invited to participate in a detailed online survey about each of the designs and to
provide personal comments. This survey allowed people throughout Orange County and the
world the opportunity to review the designs, rate them and provide commentary.
Various media were used to raise public awareness about the Great Park Master Design
Competition and to encourage residents to respond to the proposed designs online. Media
used in this process included:
• A 30-second television commercial cablecast to 561,000 Orange County homes over
a two-week period from September 12-23, 2005;
• Two full-page newspaper ads in the Orange County Register and the Irvine World
News inviting readers to the exhibition at the Irvine Civic Center and encouraging
participation in the online poll; and
• An e-mail blast to 196,855 Orange County residents inviting recipients to the
exhibition at the Irvine Civic Center and including a link to the poll.
Four renderings were reviewed for each designer. To the extent possible, renderings included
an overall conceptual plan, a distinguishing feature, a passive or natural feature and a sports
or recreational feature.
Renderings and descriptive text produced by the designers were rated by respondents on a
1-10 scale, with 1 being very poor and 10 being excellent.
After rating the four renderings, respondents were asked to answer four questions relating to
the overall quality of each plan:
• Attendance – Is this the kind of park you would like to visit?
• Desirability – Would this park enhance the quality of life in Orange County?
• Usability – Would this park offer more than your local parks?
• Uniqueness – Would this park be a major landmark in Orange County?
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Respondents were then given the option to provide open-ended comments on each of the
plans.
A total of 3,380 Orange County residents participated in the review process.
A full report on the review process was provided to the Board prior to the decision to narrow
the field to three finalists. The report revealed that of the three finalist firms, Ken Smith
Landscape Architect ranked first in all four categories and highest overall with a score of
6.27. EMBT was second with a score of 6.00, and RHAA was third with a score of 5.85.
The views of Irvine residents mirrored those of County residents. Among Irvine respondents:
• The Ken Smith design received the highest rating of any of the three finalist firms with a
score of 6.54. EMBT was second with a score of 6.26, and RHAA was third with a
score of 5.95.
• The canyon feature of the Ken Smith plan was the top feature of any of the three plans.
RHAA’s museum district was second, and Ken Smith’s habitat park was third.
Public Commentary. In addition to rating each design, members of the public were given the
opportunity to provide open-ended comments.
1,659 individual comments were received, with 365 (more than 20 %) coming from Irvine
residents. Here are some comments that are illustrative of the public’s enthusiastic response to
the Ken Smith team’s Conceptual Design:
• “This design was cohesive and appealing. I like the fact that it included a feature
where you only had to park once. I especially liked the fact that it honored the base
and its significance in the history of Orange County.”
• “It seems environmentally sound and reserves a place for local habitat and not so
focused on sporting events. I like it!”
• “The attention to wildlife and ecology is attractive. Sports facilities balance this idea,
providing economic opportunities as well. Hiking trails in the canyon are a personal
favorite in this design!”
• “The military memorial is the ideal of what we should have as a big part of this park.
As a Marine’s wife it is greatly needed, also the names of the fallen of Orange County
should be added.”
• “Now we’re talking. Unique urban escape, wildlife sanctuary, air museum; this one
has the makings of being fun, relaxing, informative, and beautiful.”
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Although all of the designers had a measure of support from the public and each designer
had some features that captured the public’s imagination, there is no question that the Ken
Smith plan was the clear favorite of both the public at large and the residents of Irvine.
Site Visits by the Directors and Corporation Staff
At the conclusion of the design review process, three firms were selected as finalists: the team
led by Ken Smith Landscape Architect (KSLA) of New York; EMBT of Barcelona, Spain; and
RHAA of San Francisco.
Directors and Corporation staff visited the offices and at least some of the projects of each of
the three finalist design firms. Prior to embarking on the site inspections, there appeared to
be unanimity among Board members that each of the three design firms was thoroughly
qualified to fulfill the responsibilities of the Master Designer.
At the December 12, 2005 Board meeting, Directors and staff who participated in the site
visits and met with master designer finalists had positive things to say about each candidate
and about the impressive teams they had built.
Shortly thereafter, a spirited debate ensued among the Directors focused on the exemplary
organizational skills of RHAA versus the more creative design produced by the diverse Ken
Smith team.
On the one hand, RHAA was regarded as a fifty-year-old firm with a large in-house staff of
landscape architects, architects and planners. On the other hand, the Ken Smith team was a
collaboration of large and small companies, allowing a broader diversity of disciplines and
providing the ability to address the specific requirements of the Great Park design.
On January 23, 2006, the Board voted to hire the Ken Smith team. The vote was seven to
one.
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Design Studio Organization
Context and Challenges
To fully appreciate the achievement of the Great Park Design Studio it is
important to first understand the context and challenges that needed to
be overcome.
The physical size of the Great Park project is monumental. The project, once
complete, will be a world-class park spanning more than 1,300 acres. To put this in context,
this is nearly twice the size of New York’s Central Park and larger than San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Park, San Diego’s Balboa Park, Chicago’s Lincoln Park and Vancouver’s Stanley
Park. The Great Park comprises 11% of the City of Irvine, and is equivalent to more than
1,020 football fields.
The history and location of the site added to the complexity of its planning and development.
The Great Park is at the center of the former 7.32-square mile United States Marine Corps Air
Station, El Toro (MCAS El Toro). MCAS El Toro was developed without any interface from or
coordination with the surrounding community for nearly 60 years. The property had miles of
thick concrete runways that needed demolition; military structures and facilities that needed
removal; artifacts to preserve; significant environmental clean-up issues to coordinate; and
external traffic conditions to synchronize. All of these issues needed to be addressed while at
the same time coordinating with the massive private development surrounding the Great Park.
The Design Studio was tasked with bringing together a large and diverse group of very
talented individuals and firms, spread around the globe, to execute a vision that had no
precedent while addressing these unique challenges.
Managing expectations for a project of this scale – the design of which would establish a
new paradigm for a large, sustainable public space and which would take decades to
complete – is understandably challenging.
Design Team Structure
When the decision was made by the Board in January 2006 to award the Ken Smith team
the task of designing the Great Park, a basic question needed resolution: How could the
Design Studio be best organized to ensure success?
A number of facts were true in January of 2006: The Ken Smith team had produced a design
that was ranked as the best by two professional juries and the public; the team consisted of a
loose collaboration of very bright, creative and independent firms and individuals; team
members were spread out throughout the United States and the world; although Master
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Designer Ken Smith’s previous work was highly regarded, his office was small and had never
managed anything of this scale.
The last, and probably most significant fact, was that the adjoining private development by
Lennar Corporation/Heritage Fields, which would provide financing for the Great Park
through tax increment funding, was poised and ready to go full-speed ahead in order to take
advantage of a robust and expanding demand for housing and commercial space.
Heritage Fields was concerned that the Ken Smith team would not be able keep pace with its
aggressive schedule. To take advantage of the market, Heritage Fields was determined to
deliver a design, as well as residential and commercial product, by 2010. If the Ken Smith
team failed to deliver a design that coordinated with Heritage Fields’ already advanced
planning efforts in a timely manner, it could have had a significant impact on Heritage Fields’
ability to successfully market and deliver its products.
The solution that emerged was to form a “company of companies” that would work through a
new entity called the Great Park Design Studio (Design Studio). The mission of the Design
Studio was to produce a world-class, award-winning Schematic Design for the Great Park as
well as deliver some early projects. The Design Studio needed to be flexible so that it could
expand and contract to meet the demands of the project.
The Design Studio was a joint venture between two of the firms on the Ken Smith team – Ken
Smith Landscape Architect (KSLA) and Gafcon, a Southern California based project
management firm that had successfully managed the design and construction of large and
complex public projects and whose outstanding reputation was known to the leadership of
Heritage Fields.
The Great Park Design Studio was effectively organized as a new entity that was similar to a
stand-alone design company. This “company of companies” approach has, in fact, delivered
a timely, nationally recognized product that could not have been executed without the
collaborative efforts of the growing Design Studio team.
The Design Studio was supplemented over time with additional specialists, whose expertise
was needed to provide a complete and comprehensive design. A competitive process,
similar to the one used for public agency procurement of professional services, was used in
the selection of specialists.
The Roadmap to Final Design
Why was so much money and effort invested in creating a Comprehensive Master Design for
the Park prior to beginning construction? This often asked question has a simple answer: This
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development sequence is consistent with Irvine’s successful “plan first, then build” approach to
community development.
The Design Phase
The genesis of any urban land-planning project is as a concept in the mind of a designer or
developer. These ideas are given shape in the Design Phase.
The Design Phase is the period in which all aspects of the project are considered, tested and
then put on paper. As the issues unique to each project are uncovered and addressed,
projects are able to move into production of physical assets. Because the extensive Design
Phase provides a framework for adjacencies, infrastructure and systems, expensive re-work
and potentially difficult coordination with future phases is avoided.
The Design Phase has a well-defined process, allowing for exploration of ideas and concepts
that facilitates critical evaluation of project components as they relate to costs, risks,
sustainability, scheduling, impact on surrounding infrastructure and the public’s needs and
desires. After carefully considering all aspects in the broadest context of the entire
undertaking, a well thought out decision can be made on a preferred course of development.
Experts, as well as the California Environmental Act (CEQA), agree that it is critical that the
Design Phase be a holistic and comprehensive process that examines the entirety of the
project while taking into account all elements, aspects and envisioned programs under
consideration. This approach ensures that synergies, adjacencies, infrastructure requirements
and impacts on surroundings are considered to make the ultimate design a well conceived,
cohesive and efficient layout.
The development of the City of Irvine is an example of this approach. The vision of City
leaders was to build a planned community in an area covering over 93,000 acres. In 1963,
this vision was articulated in a Master Plan prepared by the world-renowned architect William
Pereira, whose work on the project was recognized on the cover of the September 1963
issue of Time Magazine. Once adopted, this plan became the framework for all future
phases of Irvine’s development and remains so today. Without these planning efforts, Irvine
would not have become the best planned, most livable and safest city in the United States.
As with any long-term project, a master plan needs to be flexible and provide a basis for
evaluating changes that will occur due to newly identified uses, economic realities or the
desire to take a new direction. Without the Master Plan as a reference for comparison,
unnecessary confusion could easily lead to project roadblocks and eventual failures.
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Development of the Master Plan
In March of 2006 contract formalities were concluded and the Design Studio commenced
work on Contract One, which laid out five tasks that culminated in the delivery of a
Comprehensive Master Plan.
The first of these tasks, termed “Assessment of Critical Issues,” involved evaluating the original
Conceptual Design in the context of the work planned by Heritage Fields as well as other
infrastructure aspects that needed analysis.
Task two, the Conceptual Master Plan, included a number of specific studies:
• Overall site regulation
• Development of major Park features and program areas
• Development of Park circulation and parking
• Development of Park edge conditions addressing private/public issues and
separation/integration edge features
• Development of Sustainable design elements
• Development of architectural design features and thematic design and guidelines
• Development of plant massing/communities, and development of preliminary plant
palettes
• Development of streetscape typical designs
• Development of Park path systems, guidelines for bike, hiking, ADA requirements and
related issues
• Develop rest of security and maintenance concepts
Task three, the City Approval of the Final Master Plan. This task included submitting the
Conceptual Master Plan to the City Planning Commission, the Community Services
Commission and other agencies for review and comment.
Following the review and agency approval period, the design team adjusted the Conceptual
Master Plan incorporating changes and producing a Final Master Plan for final Board
approval.
Task four, the Phasing Plan. Based on the Final Master Plan cost estimate, and identified Park
priorities, the Design Team developed Park phasing strategies and phasing alternates leading
to an overall phasing plan and program focusing on identification of Phase One construction
features and areas for Board approval.
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Task five, the Phase One Park Construction and Design Illustrations. Following Board
approval of the phase one construction plan, the Design Team put together a development
and program package consisting of illustrations, models and a final cost plan.
This phase of work proved extremely valuable to building teamwork between the Design
Studio, the Corporation and Heritage Fields, and formed the basis for boundary adjustments
to better accommodate the Conceptual Design within Heritage Fields’ planned projects.
These cooperative efforts also provided an unforeseen opportunity to take advantage of a
generous $2.8 million gift from Heritage Fields of a helium balloon that was one of the iconic
design elements of the Competition Plan. The Great Park Balloon was intended not only as a
visual icon, but also a platform from which many thousands of people view the transformation
of MCAS El Toro into the Orange County Great Park.
Task six, the Great Park Balloon design was added to the contract and the Design Studio
reacted quickly and nimbly, looking at thirteen options for installation of the Balloon before
ultimately settling on a location that would become part of the first phase of Great Park
development. This iconic Park feature was implemented ahead of schedule and in a location
that takes full advantage of surrounding features. To date, more than 100,000 visitors have
ridden the Great Park Balloon and have understood the scale of the Great Park first-hand.
After the completion and stakeholder approval of the Assessment of Critical Issues, the Design
Studio embarked on completing the next four tasks to develop the Comprehensive Master
Plan. All aspects of the project were looked at, questioned, refined, vetted by the public and
ultimately described in technical and illustrative drawings and narratives that incorporated
stakeholder input. This final product comprised more than 18,000 pages of drawings and
information and was approved by the Board in September 2007.
Schematic Design
The next and final step in the Design Phase was development of a complete Schematic
Design.
A second contract – Contract Two – was negotiated between the Corporation and the Design
Studio, which encompassed the following scope of work:
1. Design – (Architecture)
The Design Scope of Services, under the direction of Ken Smith and Mia Lehrer, supported by
team members Green Shield for ecology design, Buro Happold for sustainability aspects and
TEN-Arquitectos for building design, as well as a group of specialty consultants in areas, such
as lighting and water feature design. Included conceptual site plan, preliminary building and
bridge plans with elevations and sections, perspective sketches, study models, electronic
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visualization and statistical summary of the design area and other characteristics in
comparison to the program. The Design section was separated in seven major areas of work
effort:
• Park Planning and Design included analysis of, and methods for, ranking proposed
Park programs; creation of overall Park systems including, circulation, lighting,
graphics and branding, site furnishings, water features, planting and irrigation
systems, color palettes and finishing materials, media and technology systems, and
safety, security and fire systems; development of preliminary schematic drawings for
Park Districts; development of a final schematic drawing package; development of
architectural features (type, size, and location of building structures); scheduling and
development of presentation materials, coordination and outreach programs and
materials; technical support and coordination with engineering; and development of a
horticultural program to analyze and establish soils specifications and to manage plant
resources and tree donations. The Park Planning and Design effort also emphasized
achieving the sustainability goals adopted by the Great Park Board.
• Park Ecology and Habitat included development of ecological guidelines that focus
specifically on the ecology of Southern California.
• Engineering and Support Coordination with Design Features provided for coordination
time between the engineering and design disciplines to ensure engineering
requirements were incorporated into the design standards and Park features.
• Sustainability included development of a sustainability management systems document.
• Structural Engineering included development of engineering concepts and schematic
design level drawings, for the seven bridges in the Park and structural, electrical,
plumbing and fire protection engineering for the Conservatory Bridge over the Lower
Canyon. The scope also included structural engineering for buildings (e.g. bathrooms
and maintenance) within the Park.
• City of Irvine Park Development Process Support included a needs assessment for
cultural institutions in the Park and the development of an annual forecast of Park
visitors.
• Design Support Services included labor costs for estimating services, invoice and
billing services, procurement services, administrative support, document control and IT
systems support.
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2. Engineering – (Civil)
The Engineering Scope of Services, under the direction of Fuscoe Engineering and supported
by a number of consultants, was separated into five major areas.
• Engineering Schematic Design for the entire Park included work efforts for subsequent
Master Plan and Park design review, mapping and surveying, Wildlife Corridor
schematic design, Agua Chinon schematic design, Park feature and lake schematic
design, storm water runoff and drainage reports, mitigation and restoration,
comprehensive traffic studies, utility design and coordination.
• Engineering for Early Site Delivery included work efforts for final construction
documents for the Park, the Upper Wildlife Corridor, environmental remediation,
drainage ways, development of a water quality master runoff plan and mitigation and
restoration.
• Agua Chinon included allowances for final design and construction documents for
Agua Chinon and design efforts in the Serrano and Borrego channels.
• Information Technology included Computer Aided Design (CAD) services, threedimensional graphics, media graphics and GIS Web services.
3. Design Management
The Design Management Scope of Services, performed by Gafcon, was separated into three
major categories.
• Joint Venture Administration included managing the physical facilities for the Design
Studio, providing contract, legal support and accounting services for the joint venture.
• Design Management included cost oversight, compliance with contract documents,
scope and schedule, schedule development and maintenance, preparation and
packaging of project deliverables, coordination and facilitation of monthly status
workshops, providing the project management systems and document control.
• Specialty Services included identification of Park elements eligible for public/private
funding, selection of funding consultants for each type of funding activity and
development of funding programs.
4. Strategy And Communications
The Strategy and Communications Scope of Services, under the direction of Forde and
Mollrich, was comprised of four major categories.
• Public Information included management of an ongoing press relations program to
promote the Great Park as a project of local, national and international importance.
Development of the content and artwork for the continuation of the quarterly Orange
County Benchmark Reports, the Great Park Update Report for Irvine Residents,
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brochures and fact sheets that are distributed at the Great Park Corporation, Irvine City
Hall and other public places.
• Community and Stakeholder Relations included assisting the Design Team in making
individual and group meetings and presentations. Developing presentation materials
for Design Team and Great Park Board members, providing services to develop
programs for various public events, including the Great Park Anniversary Event and
groundbreaking events.
• Marketing and Advertising provided for the development of a marketing and
advertising plan for the Great Park Balloon and a survey of Orange County residents
to gauge reaction to the Great Park development process and to evaluate support for
state and local proposals that may impact the Great Park.
• Consulting Services included assistance in planning strategies related to the design,
development and operation of the Great Park.
Heritage Fields’ schedule contemplated commencing with most of their major grading and
backbone infrastructure by mid-2008. This included significant terra-forming in the privately
held parcels surrounding the Great Park, as well as installation of major joint-use backbone
infrastructure, underground utilities and road systems.
In order to be able to adequately respond to boundary coordination issues, utility
requirements for Park amenities and other critical design questions, it was felt that the next
level of design should be prepared for the entire Great Park. This Schematic Design added
critical details and necessary information to the Comprehensive Master Plan that were needed
to ensure that the design for Great Park was aligned in all respects with the work about to be
undertaken by Heritage Fields.
As a result of the economic recession of 2008 and 2009 and the crash of the Orange County
housing market, Heritage Fields significantly modified its plans midstream. The Design Studio
adapted their schedule and work plan to align with this new reality. The final Schematic
Design was submitted and approved by the Board in February 2009.
Collaboration and Document Storage Technology
Design management, according to the Project Management Institute, is “the art of directing
and coordinating human and material resources throughout the life of a project by using
modern management techniques to achieve predetermined objectives of scope, cost, time,
quality, and stakeholder satisfaction.” The biggest change to modern management techniques
has been the implementation of computerized systems to make the design and construction
process more efficient.
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The Design Studio utilized Microsoft’s SharePoint360 computer software for digital
collaboration and document storage. The system is a non-proprietary platform that is
currently being used by large organizations, such as NASA and the Department of the Navy,
to manage and integrate information on large projects.
Collaboration is done through a single web-based platform – sharing calendars, meeting
minutes, contracts, invoices and work groups. Designers view real-time project data through
interactive dashboards allowing them instant transparency and access. SharePoint’s flexible
and powerful interface allowed non-technical users to upload and access information without
help from IT professionals.
Through its best practices approach, the framework for the platform extends existing
document collaboration requirements with proven provision and integration processes that
leverage the everyday tools used by team members. With SharePoint360, the Design Studio
was able to increase efficiency, streamline operations and enhance collaboration among its
team members. Over forty geographically disparate Design Studio team members utilized the
software to collaborate and store documents through one central site.
The platform provided a central, accessible and secure system to manage and collect projectrelated data that allowed the Design Studio to gather, maintain and manage valuable
business information. This platform not only provided an electronic repository and archive for
all project related documents, but also made the Design Studio more efficient and much more
environmentally friendly than traditional filing systems using paper documents.
Lessons Learned
As with any project, lessons were learned. In this section we speak to these lessons.
Form of Contract. Between January and March 2006, the Design Studio negotiated a
contract with Corporation staff and representatives of Bovis Lend Lease, who were hired to
provide oversight support for the Corporation. The form of contract provided to the Design
Studio was one that had been successfully used by the City for previous professional services
and had been adapted for the design of the Great Park.
The contract contemplated five sequential tasks. Each of the tasks had a timeframe and
defined sub-tasks. No task could be commenced without prior authorization.
From the Design Studio’s perspective, the main limitation of the contract was that it was
developed from a “boilerplate” form and contemplated preconceived linear tasks for
designing the Great Park. In fact, the project required an ongoing series of changes. Many
of these changes were necessitated by the frequently changing Heritage Fields plan and were
not under the control of the Corporation or the Design Studio.
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Throughout the entire duration of Contract One (2006-2007 – the subject of the recent
contract review), the Design Studio and the Corporation struggled to fit the proverbial square
peg into the round hole. Most of the issues discussed above were addressed in the
subsequent Contract Two for the Schematic Design.
A more flexible contract would have eliminated the majority of these issues.
Timekeeping. Timekeeping is an aspect of professional services that has no industry-adopted
standard. Larger firms use computerized systems, such as Deltek or Timeslips. Smaller firms
rely on pen and paper to extract time from calendars and then manually submit billing to
clients. Many smaller firms do not keep detailed time records as a normal course of business
and instead work on fixed fees. By doing so, they focus on revenue over an expected
timeframe and put in whatever time may be needed to complete the deliverable or task.
The issue for the Design Studio was that each of its more than forty firms and individuals had
a different approach to time keeping. At the outset, this was discussed with the Corporation
and Bovis, and it was resolved that the Corporation would accept this non-standardized time
keeping approach, a decision that would later come under scrutiny.
Design Studio firms that have reliable timekeeping systems should have been required to
submit their records to a common timekeeping database. Ideally, smaller firms that are
accustomed to working on a fixed fee basis would have been allowed to do so.
Change Orders and Billing Procedures. Common operating procedure for most projects is to
rely on the change order process to get compensated for work that is not included in the
original contract. Practicality and time constraints often demand that work commence while
costs are being negotiated as it can often take an extended period to finalize their scope and
costs.
The contract had no provision to deal with the need to make interim payments under a
change order prior to its final approval. This is the primary reason that some of the work
done under change orders was billed months after the work was completed.
In future contracts, it would be preferable to allow interim payments to take place while
providing the City with protections to control costs, such as “not to exceed” amounts.
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Conceptual to Schematic Design
The Great Park Mandate
In April 2005 the Corporation issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) to a short list of forty
invited nationally and internationally recognized design firms. The Park was described in
ambitious terms of artistry and vision for creating the first great metropolitan park to be built
in the United States in the 21st Century. The RFQ laid out the basic goals and Board
mandates to be accomplished in the Park design.
• A unique relationship between the City of Irvine, the Corporation and Heritage Fields
will provide financing for this project on seven square miles of land in the geographic
center of Orange County, California;
• Great metropolitan parks have traditionally provided an oasis in urban America, a
place for people of diverse backgrounds, cultures and lifestyles to gather and escape
the pressures of daily life;
• The mission of the Corporation is to create this kind of oasis in the middle of a growing
metropolitan area of three million people;
• The Orange County Great Park Corporation adopted a series of planning principles
and philosophies to guide the design of a 21st Century interpretation of a great
metropolitan park; and
• Among these are four guiding principles that must inspire the Master Designer of the
Orange County Great Park:
-

Design a Master Plan that inspires and excites people;

-

Always emphasize quality;

-

Create an identity unique to the Great Park and surrounding region; and

-

Employ sustainable development principles whenever possible.

Design Principles
The April 2005 RFQ continued by identifying thirteen overarching principles that had been
adopted by the Board to guide Park development:
1.

Make plans that inspire and excite people;

2.

Always emphasize quality;

3.

Create a positive identity unique to the Great Park and surrounding region;
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4.

Consider the property as a single site to assure a continuity and balance among site
uses and adjacent areas with particular attention given to design of the property’s
edge treatments;

5.

Develop a program that outlines the needs and uses by citizens of Orange County
and that promotes countywide utilization of the Park;

6.

Commit to a master plan that reflects these uses and locations to serve the citizens of
Orange County for the long-term future;

7.

Commit to a master plan as a living document that can be phased, with flexibility to
allow for adjustments over time;

8.

Promote and serve multiple functions, including the integration of passive and active
recreation, open space, work and living environments;

9.

Incorporate universal design and accessibility standards that provide opportunities for
all Park visitors to experience the Park environment to the fullest extent possible;

10. Incorporate guidelines for flexible transportation systems connecting all areas of the
Great Park and accessibility to the Great Park with minimum impact to air quality and
reduction of private vehicle miles; provide alternatives to private vehicles;
11. Incorporate pedestrian friendly design;
12. Implement “green” building principles; and
13. Incorporate sustainability principles to include water use and reuse throughout the
entire property, energy and resource conservation and resource conservation in
design.
Sustainability Principles
The Corporation determined that the Great Park should be a showcase for the 21st Century,
with technology designed to create a park environment that is sustainable and energy efficient
and that protects the long term viability of the Park’s natural resources. To this end, the
Corporation established these sustainability principles for the Great Park:
1.

Create a Great Park community that enhances the quality of life for people today and
ensures that the needs of future generations can be met by understanding and
planning for the long-term viability of the community’s natural resources as well as its
social and economic systems;

2.

Adopt metrics that track the Great Park community’s progress in implementing its
sustainability vision;
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3.

Create stewards of the Orange County Great Park who understand, support and
contribute to sustainability on every level and at every opportunity;

4.

Promote sustainability through building practices that maximize use of the existing
built environment, take full advantage of energy efficiency and viable alternative
energy sources, incorporate designs and materials that enhance occupant well-being
and protect the long-term viability of natural resources;

5.

Establish programs that promote energy efficiency, distributed energy resources,
renewables, and minimizing peak demand throughout the park’s infrastructure, built
environment, and in on-going activities;

6.

Incorporate a comprehensive and mixed-use design that ensures a distinct and
enduring way of life for the people who live, work, and visit the Great Park;

7.

Support a sustainable transportation system by creating alternatives to private
vehicles that provide mobility to those who live, work, and visit the Great Park
internally and regionally;

8.

Apply an integrated lighting strategy that ensures appropriate light quality throughout
the community, while minimizing light pollution and maximizing energy efficiency;

9.

Protect existing natural resources and restore degraded resources, while increasing
native habitats, limiting resource intensive habitats, and establishing a connection
between Park habitats and regional ecosystems; and

10. Create systems that promote the use of non-toxic materials and the reduction of
wastes, while supporting reuse and recycling to maximize the effective life of
materials, products and services.
2005 Economy and Project Schedule
The economy was robust in Southern California in 2005 and continued to thrive in 2006 and
2007 when the Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan work was being developed.
Heritage Fields had purchased the former MCAS El Toro for $649.5 million and committed
an additional $200 million in developer fees to the City of Irvine and $201 million for shared
Heritage Fields/Great Park backbone infrastructure.
“Future Looks Bright for O.C.” was the lead story in the Orange County Register on
September 6, 2006. “Lennar Corp.'s top executive for the Great Park says he expects home
prices in the county will continue rising…[Bob] Santos said some of the houses planned for
the old airbase will be priced at $1.5 million and up and will feature bigger front and back
yards than most properties in recent new developments in the county. In all, Lennar plans to
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build 3,400 houses on the 1,314 acres it acquired as part of the planned Great Park, the mix
of wilderness areas, athletic fields, museums, shops, businesses, farms and houses…
‘We (Lennar) are very bullish on Orange County because of things like the Great Park,’
Santos said. ‘It's going to be an economic engine for the county and something that will raise
the quality of life in the county.’”
Schedule and Approach
The Design Studio was selected by the Board to design the Great Park on January 23, 2006.
Given the robust economic conditions and Heritage Fields’ plans to move quickly with their
planning and development, the Comprehensive Master Plan and Schematic Design were
priority efforts to keep the Park planning and design program moving as quickly as that of
Heritage Fields’ surrounding development. To “hit the ground running,” the Design Studio
rented space from Heritage Fields in Building 83 on the former MCAS El Toro, a block away
from the building that housed Heritage Fields’ headquarters and the Corporation offices.
Heritage Fields was developing plans and designs for a number of neighborhoods, including
a Lifelong Learning District, a Transit Oriented Development, and a Park District. The City of
Irvine was pursuing planning studies for a Fixed Guideway, a transit system connecting the
Great Park and Heritage Fields neighborhoods to the Irvine Transit Center and Irvine
Spectrum mall area. The major ecological features of the Wildlife Corridor and a plan to
daylight the Agua Chinon stream were also closely linked to the Heritage Fields project, as
were the big Park features, such as the Canyon, Lake and Cultural Terrace.
Planning and design efforts were for the Great Park in its entirety, as directed by the Board.
This approach allowed all Park features to be planned and designed on a parallel schedule
with the Heritage Fields development. The Design Studio was directed to develop
comprehensive plans for the whole site, including grading and drainage plans, as it was
believed at the time that Park and Heritage Fields developments would be mass graded as a
single or set of coordinated construction projects according to the Heritage Fields schedule.
This “whole park” approach also was supported by the Board mandate to “consider the
property as a single site to assure a continuity and balance among site uses and adjacent
areas, with particular attention given to design of the property’s edge treatments.”
Accomplishments
Critical Issues Study
Shortly after being selected as Master Designer for the Great Park, the Design Studio received
a contract to complete a Critical Issues Study. Critical issues that had an impact on schedule
and the efficient implementation of Park design, such as Park boundary adjustments, utilities,
and site circulation were addressed in a ninety-day study that was adopted by the Board on
April 13, 2006.
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Creation of the Comprehensive Master Plan
Upon adoption of the Critical Issues Study, the Design Studio was directed to complete a
Comprehensive Master Plan for the entire Great Park. This work commenced in April 2006.
The Comprehensive Master Plan included an organized process of public outreach and
involvement, including a series of public meetings. The Comprehensive Master Plan called for
a “new kind of park” that emphasized sustainability, ecological restoration and a mix of
cultural and active uses. The Comprehensive Master Plan also identified and located major
Park facilities including:
• The Canyon
• Cultural Terrace
• Botanical Garden
• Aircraft Museum
• Open Meadow and Grove
• Time Line
• Promenade
• Bowling Green and Linear Open Space Corridor
• Sports Park
• Trabuco Entry and Gate
• The Bosque
• Agua Chinon
• Wildlife Corridor
• Orchard Parking
• Park Maintenance Facilities and Service and Security Corridors
A Sustainable Oasis
The Comprehensive Master Plan promoted health as a major goal of the Great Park. The
concept of providing respite form everyday life was a central theme in the planning and
design of the Canyon and passive areas of the Park. These designs built on a Board mandate
that recognized that “great metropolitan parks have traditionally provided an oasis in urban
America, a place for people of diverse backgrounds, cultures and lifestyles to gather and
escape the pressures of daily life” and stipulated that “the mission of the Great Park
Corporation is to create this kind of oasis in the middle of a growing metropolitan area of
three million people.”
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Ecological Backbone and Habitats
The Comprehensive Master Plan also emphasized ecological restoration and creating an
ecological backbone for the Great Park in furtherance of a Board mandate to “protect
existing natural resources and restore degraded resources, while increasing native habitats,
limiting resource intensive habitats, and establishing a connection between Park habitats and
regional ecosystems.” The Comprehensive Master Plan incorporated concepts for sustainable
hydrology and natural treatment systems for stormwater management, water conservation and
recycled water use, material recycling, energy conservation and production, and other
sustainability programs.
Culture and Sports
A major emphasis in the Comprehensive Master Plan was on active programming in the
Cultural Terrace and Sports Park in furtherance of a Board mandate to develop programs that
outline the need for and use of such facilities by citizens of Orange County and that promote
countywide utilization of the Great Park.
Park Once And Spend The Day
The Comprehensive Master Plan emphasized regional connections and a “park once and
spend the day” concept that responded to a Board mandate to be cognizant of “…
incorporating guidelines for flexible transportation systems connecting all areas of the Great
Park and accessibility to the Great Park with minimum impact to air quality and reduction of
private vehicle miles and alternatives to private vehicles.” In addition, a system of orange
bicycles and over twenty miles of multi-use trails were identified.
Preservation and Heritage
The Comprehensive Master Plan also identified features for preservation, including historic
buildings and structures, an open runway corridor and preservation of taxiways for use as
timelines and promenades. A memorial site was also designated and an Aircraft Museum
was located and identified as a major Park component.
Adoption of the Comprehensive Master Plan
The Comprehensive Master Plan was developed to reflect these uses and locations; to serve
the citizens of Orange County for the long term future; and to commit to a master plan as a
living document that can be phased and is flexible enough to adapt to changing
circumstances. The Comprehensive Master Plan became the basis for establishing
entitlements for Park uses and locations, and was adopted by the Board on September 27,
2007. It was subsequently adopted by the City of Irvine Planning Commission and the Irvine
City Council.
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Schematic Design
Following adoption of the Comprehensive Master Plan, the Board authorized the Corporation
and the Design Studio to prepare a Schematic Design for the Great Park site.
The Schematic Design contains the design and engineering of the Park’s elements and
infrastructure. Design elements include the Sports Park, Wildlife Corridor, Agua Chinon,
Upper and Lower Canyon, the Lake, the Bosque, agriculture elements and many other
features identified by stakeholders through the planning and design process.
The Schematic Design also features sustainable infrastructure, including renewable energy
generation, non-polluting Park shuttles, connections to mass transit, water reclamation and
natural water treatment systems, and runway recycling to build a variety of Park features.
The design effort was organized as a matrix of Park geographic areas and Park systems.
Park geographic areas included the Wildlife Corridor, Agua Chinon, Upper and Lower
Canyon, Lake District and Cultural Terrace, Botanical Garden, Promenade of the Senses,
Timeline, Linear Ramble, Bosque, Fields, Sports Park and Orchard Parking.
Systems include various engineering component of wet and dry utilities, traffic circulation and
parking, drainage and storm water systems, grading, lighting, environmental graphics and
wayfinding, architecture, planning, paving, trails and pathways, furnishings, fountains and
water features, ecological habitats and park maintenance facilities, among other elements.
Different team members were assigned responsibility for various geographic areas or Park
systems. Because of the scale and complexity of the planning and design effort, this matrix
approach ensured that all areas and systems were developed comprehensively, and were
fully integrated with other areas and systems. Workshop sessions were scheduled to ensure
that all team members presented their work progress and that the entire team was aware of
other consultants’ work.
Overall, there were forty professional firms working on the Schematic Design effort. The
Design Studio provided space for core team members and “hot desks” for team members who
maintained their principal offices elsewhere. At the peak of the effort, there were over fifty
full-time personnel working in the Design Studio space with additional personnel and firms
working off-site.
Through the Schematic Design process, the Design Studio produced:
• Landscape architecture plans and reports containing 2,335 pages of information;
• Engineering plans containing 14,882 pages of information;
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• Plans and reports by other consultants, including ecologists, lighting designers, and
wayfinding designers containing 1,117 pages of information;
• 965 36x45 inch drawings;
• 81 physical scale models or architectural models, including study models and
substantial finished models; and
• Hundreds of renderings were produced on an ongoing basis during the design effort
to visualize the character and quality of the planning and design work.
The Schematic Design, which will guide Great Park development for the next forty years while
at the same time enabling phased development, was adopted by the Board on February 19,
2009.
Preview Park
As part of the Design Phase, the Design Studio prepared construction drawings and oversaw
construction of the 27.5-acre Preview Park. Intended as a place to experiment with features
and programs for the Great Park to obtain stakeholder feedback, the Preview Park has to
date hosted hundreds of thousands of visitors.
The Preview Park, which opened in July of 2007, was built in three major construction efforts
over a period of three years beginning in 2006. Its first phase included parking, lighting,
wayfinding, a temporary Visitor Center, construction of the observation balloon, and
associated infrastructure and utilities.
The second phase, completed in July 2008, added a lawn and trees, Park furnishings,
supplemental lighting, a Timeline prototype, shade structures, and a relocated and upgraded
Visitor Center. Historic Hangar 244 was also opened to the public for use and programming.
A third phase was completed in July 2009, and included transplanting mature trees into the
lawn area and the Farm and Food Lab.
The Design Studio prepared construction documents and provided construction administration
services for these Park improvements. All phases of Preview Park development were
completed on budget and on schedule.
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Public Participation in the Design Process
Public participation created the Great Park, and the public has been intimately involved in
every step of the planning process.
Ten years of public debates and four countywide initiative elections were necessary to arrive
at a consensus to convert the former MCAS El Toro into a multi-use development featuring a
great metropolitan park rather than an international airport.
In order to maintain and build upon this consensus, the Corporation made community-based
planning the cornerstone of its efforts to design and build the first great metropolitan park of
the 21st Century.
Public participation in the planning process has continued through three phases of Park
development and will continue into the future. These community-based planning efforts have
been supported by an aggressive public outreach and communication campaign, including
providing presentations to the Board and community organizations, a variety of Great Park
publications and collateral materials, online communication and earned media activities.
Community-Based Planning Phase I
Prior to the selection of a Master Designer for the Great Park, it was necessary to gather
information from stakeholders and the general public in order to give firms that were
competing an impression of the community’s vision for the Great Park.
This process began in the summer of 2004 with the Great Park Symposium, a series of
lectures by the nation’s leading experts in landscape architecture, urban planning and design.
The lectures were held at Irvine City Hall and broadcast on ICTV.
Dr. Hamid Shirvani, who was at the time Provost of Chapman University and an
internationally respected professor of architecture and urban planning, kicked off the
Symposium series. Speaking to a standing-room-only crowd, Dr. Shirvani presented examples
of park designs ranging from ancient gardens to futuristic fantasies.
Dr. Shirvani encouraged the Board to consider an international competition to design the
Great Park stating, “We should encourage the very best designers, architects and planners to
give us their ideas on how to create a world-class park.”
The second Great Park Symposium featured Yale University Professor Alexander Garvin.
Using New York’s Central Park as the prime example, Professor Garvin discussed the
important process of designing a successful park with an eye to the future.
“Think about what your children and grandchildren will want,” said Professor Garvin. “You
have to think where people will live in 2104, not just where they live in 2004.”
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In response to questions from the Board, Professor Garvin also addressed the ongoing role of
the public in the design process stating, “Parks only work if people want them and will use
them. The public must be part of the design of the Park from the very beginning.”
The third Great Park Symposium featured Niall Kirkwood, Professor and Chair of the
Department of Landscape Architecture at Harvard University.
Dr. Kirkwood has contributed to the design of major metropolitan parks in the United States
and throughout the world and shared his extraordinary knowledge of landscape architecture
with the people of Orange County.
He referred to the Great Park as, “…a model of reclaiming large, damaged, former industrial
sites and restoring them for public use.”
Phase I of the public planning process also included a community visioning process that
consisted of focus groups, public opinion polls and a countywide Stakeholders Conference.
Phase II – Developing the Master Plan
Following the selection of a world-class design team led by landscape architect Ken Smith, six
focus groups were conducted between July 5, 2006 and July 7, 2006 to present the
Conceptual Plan to the public, gather comments, and answer questions relating to Park
design.
Groups included in this first round of discussions dealt with accessibility, arts, veterans, trails
systems, cross-cultural needs and environmental issues.
Each of these groups was presented with an overview of the Great Park planning process by
Corporation staff followed by a brief presentation of the Great Park Preliminary Master Plan
by key members of the Design Studio.
An open forum discussion followed these presentations, with Design Studio members
answering questions asked by audience members. Information gathered in these sessions
was used to refine the Preliminary Master Plan.
An updated Preliminary Master Plan was presented in August 2006 for additional comment.
Groups included in this second round of discussions dealt with environmental and
sustainability issues, accessibility and trails, the arts and diversity issues.
The update plan was presented by members of the Design Studio, including the designers,
engineers, ecologists and feasibility experts, on August 1-2, and August 17, 2006. In
general, presenters spoke on the design options being considered, the overarching concepts
and themes behind the design, and the laws and regulations that shape the Master Plan for
the Great Park.
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An open forum discussion followed these presentations, with Design Studio members once
again answering any questions posed by audience members.
Information gathered in this final round of focus groups was studied and considered for
incorporation into the Preliminary Master Plan.
Phase III – Community Open House and Survey
The final Preliminary Master Plan for the Great Park was presented to the public in a twoweek-long exhibition held at the Irvine Civic Center in October 2006. More than 2,000
people attended the exhibition and were given the opportunity to comment on the elements of
the Master Plan.
During the course of the exhibition, Master Designer Ken Smith and members of the Design
Studio team were available to answer questions posed by the public. A video of the event
was provided at the Design Studio and was also available online.
Public comments on the Master Plan were compiled and presented to the Board of Directors
prior to their approval of the Master Plan in November 2006.
Phase IV – Program Evaluation
After the approval of the Great Park Master Plan, the Design Studio started an evaluation
process to gain an understanding of the programs proposed for the Park.
The term “programming,” as used by designers, describes the uses, activities or elements that
take place in a proposed project or place.
More than thirty-five programs were evaluated, including: cultural and social activities;
environmental and educational programs; and sports and recreational activities.
The list of programs was a product of several years of community outreach, and the
recommendations of individuals, community groups, and the Board are represented in this list.
Each program was assessed in relation to the core values of the Great Park. The values are
divided into seven categories, which include:
• Community Service Value
• Cultural Value
• Design Value
• Educational Value
• Environmental Value
• Health Value
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• Recreational Value
These core values were derived from the Park Program Selection Vision Statement and
Guiding Principals approved by the Board. These values served as the backbone of the
criteria developed specifically to rate proposed programs, with the ultimate goal being that
these values be reflected in the design of the Park.
Each Design Studio team member involved in the evaluation process considered value
indicators within the context of their individual area of expertise. Team members evaluated
each program, ranking it in each of the seven indicator categories based on its relation to the
value indicators. The ratings are as follows:
• Very Strong Connection
• Strong Connection
• Connection
• Some Connection
• Little or No Connection
These ratings enabled the team to place programs into one of three groups:
• Programs that are recommended for Schematic Design
• Programs recommended for Schematic Design that require further study or proposals
• Programs not recommended for Schematic Design
This evaluation process helped to direct what the Design Studio included in Schematic Design
and identified significant elements that would be required to support some programs, such as
engineered infrastructure.
The public was invited to an Open House to review potential Park programs on December
1-2, 2007. The Open House provided the public with an opportunity to learn more about the
evaluation process and to discuss potential Park programs with Design Studio members.
A survey questionnaire developed by Dr. Robert Meadow, a partner in the Washington, D.C.
based survey firm Lake Research Partners, allowed Open House visitors to rate the proposed
Park programs. An online survey was also created to allow those who could not attend the
event to participate in program analysis.
The results of the Open House and online surveys were presented to the Board by Dr.
Meadow on December 13, 2007.
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Public Agency Involvement
Education and involvement of local, state and national officials is an important part of the
Great Park community-based planning process. Throughout the Design Phase, the officials
were invited to visit the Design Studio and receive in-depth briefings on the project and tour
the site.
Reports were prepared to review the input of these officials. Design Studio representatives
also gave presentations at public awareness and stakeholder meetings.
Ongoing Community Engagement
As the Park moves from planning to construction and programming, community engagement
remains an important part of the Design Studio’s effort to build a Park that meets the diverse
needs of the community.
Community Presentations
The Great Park Design Studio uses many forms of media for communication, including
PowerPoint presentations, magazines, brochures, videos and print advertisements. These
communication methods have helped to establish the Great Park brand throughout Orange
County.
The Design Studio has compiled a list of hundreds of organizations representing the spectrum
of interests found in Orange County. Invitations issued on a quarterly basis offer a
presentation on the progress of the Great Park and an opportunity for members of the public
to ask questions and provide ideas to the Design Studio. Organizations that received
presentations and briefs are listed in Appendix C.
There have been more than one hundred presentations prepared and given pertaining to the
Great Park, which included the following:
• Fifteen public presentations prepared and given in 2006 and 2007 and seven
prepared and given in 2009;
• Thirty-eight presentations given at Board meetings or Board study sessions;
• More than a dozen presentations to stakeholder group meetings organized in 2006
and other public events for which the Design Studio prepared materials or otherwise
participated in; and
• Ken Smith, in his role as Master Designer, gave nineteen public lectures focusing on
the Great Park to local as well as national and international audiences.
Board Relations
The Design Studio regularly provides presentations to the Board at scheduled meetings.
These presentations often take the form of multimedia PowerPoints of up to 2 hours in length.
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More than ninety-five presentations have been provided to the Board by the Design Studio.
They are broadcast to the public through ICTV and are available on the Corporation website.
Publications
The Design Studio produces two regularly published informational publications about the
Great Park – the Orange County Great Park Benchmark Report and the Great Park
Connection.
The Benchmark Report provides in-depth coverage of the Great Park to a list of 180,000,
which includes all residents of Irvine plus an additional 100,000 people who have expressed
interest in the project during the past seven years. This list is updated regularly. The Design
Studio has produced ten issues of the Benchmark.
The Connection is used primarily to give Irvine residents information about programs at the
Great Park and encourage their attendance. Seven issues of the Connection have been
produced by the Design Studio.
In addition to these publications, the Design Studio produces informational brochures about
the Park, the Park plan, and Park programs, which are distributed at the Visitor Center and
throughout Orange County.
Marketing and Advertising for Great Park Events
The Design Studio provides advertising and marketing services for Great Park events and
programs. These services include development and production of marketing materials for
television, radio, print, and Internet. The Design Studio also assists in the planning and
development of event themes, activities, and entertainment, obtains sponsorships, and assists
the City with event coordination and staffing, and coordinates marketing efforts with sponsors
and event partners.
These efforts have been successful, with nearly 150,000 people visiting the Park and
attending events in 2009 with that number expected to double in 2010.
Media Relations
The Design Studio manages a press relations program designed to promote the Great Park as
a project of local, national, and international importance via earned media. These efforts
include:
• Public education though the media on the Park planning process from the conceptual
design stage though the Park development phase. This includes organizing press
briefings at the Park site.
• Promoting programs and attractions in order to encourage attendance.
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• Conducting monthly briefings that coincide with Board meetings and are generally
conducted with the Orange County Register/Irvine World News, Los Angeles Times
and other local media.
• Producing targeted press releases, interviews, and articles for long-lead media of
general or special interests. Magazines include those focused on parks, business, real
estate, design, local government, construction, and economics or finance.
• Conducting briefings and tours for international media.
• Promoting the Great Park and Great Park events via online media.
The Great Park media relations campaign has generated hundreds of favorable stories about
the Park and Park programs in international, national, regional, and local media, including:
	
  
Daily	
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Trade	
  Magazines
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Consumer	
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Source	
  Name	
  
The	
  Orange	
  County	
  Register
Los	
  Angeles	
  Times-‐Na?onal	
  Edi?on	
  
Los	
  Angeles	
  Times-‐City	
  Edi?on
The	
  New	
  York	
  Times
The	
  Press-‐Enterprise
USA	
  Today
Chicago	
  Tribune-‐City
The	
  San	
  Diego	
  Union-‐Tribune
The	
  Boston	
  Globe
Landscape	
  Architect	
  
Builder
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  Magazine
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American	
  City	
  &	
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  Works
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  Ana,	
  CA
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  Angeles,	
  CA
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  CA
New	
  York	
  
Riverside,	
  CA
McLean,	
  VA
Chicago,	
  IL
San	
  Diego,	
  CA
Boston,	
  MA
Tus?n,	
  CA
Washington,	
  DC
Quan?co,	
  VA
New	
  York,	
  NY
Atlanta,	
  GA
Chicago,	
  IL
New	
  York,	
  NY

Source	
  Name	
  
The	
  Economist	
  
The	
  Star	
  
The	
  Telegraph	
  
Geelong
Toronto	
  Star	
  
People’s	
  Daily	
  

Origin	
  
Interna?onal	
  Print	
  Edi?on	
  
South	
  Africa	
  
The	
  United	
  Kingdom	
  
Australia	
  
Canada	
  
China	
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Circula1on	
  
303,418
972,957
657,467
927,851
1,035,558
2,284,219
559,404
342,384
503,659
31,122
139,435
95,713
116,297
80,040
65,000
810,821

Public Participation in Design Process
Orange County Great Park Corporation

Websites

Radio

Television	
  

Anaheim	
  Visitor’s	
  Bureau
Black	
  Chamber	
  of	
  Commerce	
  of	
  Orange	
  County
Coast	
  Magazine
Coastline	
  Pilot
Daily	
  Pilot
Hispanic	
  Chamber	
  of	
  Commerce	
  of	
  OC
Hun?ngton	
  Beach	
  Independent
India	
  Journal
Irvine	
  Conven?on	
  &	
  Visitor	
  Bureau
KABC	
  Television
KCBS/KCLA	
  Television
KNBC	
  Television
KPFK	
  Radio
KTLA	
  Television
LA.Com
Laguna	
  Beach	
  Calendar
Long	
  Beach	
  Press	
  Telegram
Los	
  Angeles	
  Times	
  Calendar	
  Live
OC	
  Metro
Source	
  Name
Kennedy	
  &	
  Suits
Larry	
  Mantle's	
  Air	
  Talk
Bill	
  Handel	
  and	
  The	
  Morning	
  Crew
Business	
  Hour
Nick	
  Federoﬀ	
  on	
  Gardening

OC	
  Swing	
  Dance	
  Club
OC	
  Weekly
OC	
  West	
  Coast	
  Swing	
  Dance	
  Club
Paren?ng	
  LA
Paren?ng	
  	
  OC
Performing	
  Arts	
  LIVE
OC	
  Dance	
  
OC	
  Register
Orange	
  Coast	
  Magazine
OC	
  Standard
South	
  Coast	
  Performing	
  Arts
South	
  OC	
  Buzz
Spark	
  OC
Swing	
  Shia	
  on	
  Tap
Upcoming	
  Yahoo	
  Events
Visit	
  OC
Yelp
Zipper	
  Arts

Sta1on
KFI-‐AM
KPCC-‐FM
KFI-‐AM
KNX	
  AM	
  1070
Na?onally	
  syndicated	
  radio	
  show	
  heard	
  in	
  325	
  
markets	
  across	
  the	
  country
KNBC-‐TV

Today	
  in	
  LA
Eyewitness	
  News	
  at	
  6:00	
  P.M.
Channel	
  4	
  News	
  at	
  5:00	
  P.M.
Eyewitness	
  News	
  at	
  4:00	
  P.M.
KABC-‐TV	
  News	
  at	
  6:00	
  A.M.
KCAL	
  9	
  News	
  Central	
  at	
  8:00	
  P.M.
CBS	
  News	
  Central	
  at	
  11:00	
  P.M
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Audience*	
  
55,300
37,900
179,300
58,000

KABC-‐TV
KNBC-‐TV
KABC-‐TV
KABC-‐TV

96,678
336,802
168,153
293,581
172,649

KCAL-‐TV
KCBS-‐TV

215,885
207,672

Strategic Planning and Partnerships
Orange County Great Park Corporation

Great metropolitan parks take decades to develop. The Great Park is no exception. The
redevelopment agency that will provide the bulk of funds for long term Park development will
be in place until the year 2045, and it is during these next thirty-five years that the Park’s
Comprehensive Master Plan is anticipated to be built out.
Development strategy for the Great Park has long assumed that development fees from private
development and funds from public funding mechanisms, such as community facilities district
fees, tax increment funds, and loan repayments, would be used for the design, development,
maintenance, and operation of “horizontal” elements of the Park, including infrastructure.
Museums, cultural centers, sports stadiums, and other “vertical” elements of the Park will be
built when and if funding is available from a variety of sources, including partnerships with
other public agencies, private corporations, and non-profit organizations.
The Design Studio plays an important role in strategic planning and partnership development:
• Meeting with Corporation staff to identify funding partners;
• Performing Priority Program Feasibility Studies (PPFS);
• Providing marketing support to benefit long and short tem partnerships.
• Consulting with Corporation staff on partnership opportunities with Heritage Fields,
including land swaps, environmental issues, and funding issues;
• Providing strategic development and marketing support for government relations efforts
focusing on increasing federal, state, and local support for the Great Park; and
• Developing co-marketing strategies with partner organizations such as Cirque du
Soleil.
Priority Program Feasibility Studies
Strategic planning for the Great Park requires careful consideration and analysis of potential
partners and programs. The Design Studio performs this analysis by conducting Priority
Program Feasibility Studies (PPFS) on programs that have been approved by the Board.
On September 27, 2007, the Board approved the process that will determine what features
will be included in the Great Park by officially establishing the Vision Statement, Guiding
Principles, and Park Program Selection Framework for programs. The Park Program Selection
Framework specifically directed the Design Studio to evaluate programs that could be
included in the Park’s Schematic Design.
Criteria to rate and prioritize proposed programs based on the Vision Statement, Guiding
Principles, and Program Selection Framework were established. A panel of professionals
evaluate each criterion and work with the Corporation to perform the initial program
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assessment. As new proposals come forward they will be reviewed through a similar process
in later phases of the Park’s development.
Level One Feasibility Studies
PPFS require several levels of analysis.
Compatibility with Guiding Principles and Public Benefits
One of the Park’s guiding principles is to ensure that Park programs provide a substantial
public benefit.
Community stakeholders and experts are consulted to determine the public benefit of each
program and to suggest ways to increase public benefits.
For example, in establishing the Great Park Community Farm Program, the Design Studio has
held many meetings with potential stakeholders, including local farmers, university specialists,
horticulturalists, the Orange County Farm Bureau, nutrition and food non-profits, as well as
two local food banks. They all spoke of the need to have a Community Farm that would
collectively create a permanent agricultural preserve in Orange County. The Community Farm
would encourage community involvement through collaboration with farmers and food banks,
as well as much needed local produce for disadvantaged communities.
Building and Land Use Needed to Support the Program
Land use issues, including compatibility with the Comprehensive Master Plan, environmental
impacts, and traffic are addressed for each project. The amount of land needed, potential
location, and the type and number of buildings needed are evaluated.
The purpose of this analysis is to give the Corporation and the Board detailed information on
whether there is space and a place for each program.
Financial Sustainability
Funding needs for programs are studied to determine the source of funding for construction,
operation, and maintenance of each program. Financial models that are considered include
public ownership, public/private partnerships, non-profit ownership or partnership, and
private ownership with public benefits.
Comparable Programs and Facilities
Other comparable programs are studied to determine their successes and failures. This is a
valuable test to help the Corporation implement the best practices in building, managing, and
operating programs.
Fourteen programs were selected by the Board for a first level PPFS. These programs include
an Arts and Culture Exhibition Space, Performance Amphitheater, Heritage and Aviation
Museum, California Fire Museum, Botanic Garden, Center for Community Organizations,
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Demonstration Garden, Great Park Farm, Education Center, Multi-Cultural Center,
Orangewood Academy, and a Great Park Visitor Center.
Level Two Priority Programs Feasibility Studies
Level One feasibility studies were conducted by the Design Studio for the above-mentioned
priority projects in consultation with the Corporation and were subsequently presented to the
Board. At that public meeting, the Board authorized the undertaking of next level – Level Two
– feasibility studies that evaluate each priority project in more detail.
The Level Two studies build on the Level One studies by providing greater definition to
alternatives and comparing options; evaluating the land use and site suitability details of the
site in light of each alternative; identifying requisite land use and development entitlements for
each alternative; and preparing business plans that describe operations, financing, funding,
and other implementation features for comparison and consideration.
Eight programs have been approved by the Board for Level Two studies:
• Agriculture and Food
• Arts and Culture
• Museum of Heritage and Aviation
• Fire Museum and Public Safety Exhibition Center
• Demonstration Garden
• Sports Park
• Visitor Center
• Center for Community Organizations
Two additional Level Two studies – the Amphitheater and the Water Science Park – are
pending final approval by funding partners.
Level Two feasibility studies are designed to give the Corporation and the Board more
detailed information to assist in deciding whether or not to move forward with each project.
This analysis includes:
Program Definition/Project Description
The program and potential program updates are studied to determine:
• Program consistency with approved Comprehensive Master Plan;
• Site characteristics – location, configuration, and acreage;
• Land Use(s) and building square footage;
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• Parking requirements, including shared parking options;
• Consistency with General Plan and Zoning – Land use, maximum building intensity,
and traffic;
• Compliance with certified environmental documentation; and
• Information related to phasing, infrastructure development, grading, and drainage.
Site Sustainability and Land Use Compatibility Analysis
Specific sites and alternative sites are studied for each project. Study considerations for site
selection include:
• Review and summary of existing technical documents relative to soils and geology,
LIFOC area(s), grading, and drainage issues for the subject sites;
• Existing, planned, or proposed land uses, adjacencies/interface/compatibility,
including potential joint use of resources and facilities; and
• On and off-site infrastructure, including:
-

Site access and circulation, including transportation/transit infrastructure and
pedestrian/bicycle circulation;

-

Wet and dry utility requirements; and

-

Special issues analysis, such as site and perimeter security, fire safety, recycling,
sustainability, and resource conservation (water and energy).

Site Planning, Building and Facilities Requirements
A preliminary site plan is developed, including development plans for building locations, if
necessary. The plan includes:
• General locations and configurations of building(s), parking and landscape/open
space areas within the established regulatory development standards for each
scenario;
• Activities to be accommodated within the site and space requirements for various
phases of the program implementation for each scenario; and
• Health and safety requirements.
Program Facility Operational Characteristics and Requirements
The programs to be considered are studied in relation to the location, buildings, and other
features being proposed. Issues that are studied include:
• Site and building usage (single function or multi-function) and activities to be
accommodated within the site and buildings
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• Typical hours of operation for the site and building
• Access and staying requirements for programs and special events
Entitlement Process
A development entitlement process and timetable are created for each project, including tasks
to be completed and a budget necessary to complete the entitlement process for the project.
Issues that are studied include:
• Does the project trigger modifications to the approved Master Plan?
• Are any subsequent discretionary approvals needed?
• Does the project trigger additional traffic studies?
• Does the project trigger the need for a traffic study?
• Does the project trigger the need for other technical studies?
• Does the project trigger satisfaction of any mitigation measures?
• Does the project trigger satisfaction of any conditions of approval?
• Does the project require subsequent CEQA documentation?
• Are other state and federal permits needed?
Preliminary Business Plan
A preliminary business plan is prepared for each project. If an identified partner or potential
sponsor is included, the plan is created in cooperation with that partner or sponsor. The
preliminary business plan includes:
• Administrative and Management Structures. The role of the Great Park, non-profit
organization(s), public/non-profit partnership and other involved organizations are
detailed.
• Ownership, Operations, Management and Maintenance. The method of making land
available for the program is studied to assist the Board in determining whether a land
lease or sale is the best option and what the terms should be. Ownership options for
facilities are also studied and presented to the Board. In addition, operations,
management and maintenance models are produced.
• Needs Assessment/Market Analysis. The number of potential visitors and extent of site
usage are estimated based upon the programs to be included and the comparison of
similar programs within the market area. Stakeholders and potential partners are also
included to determine their support for the program.
• Economic Costs and Benefits. An estimate of the project cost and annual operating
expenses is developed, including construction, operation and maintenance. This is
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modeled with projected revenue from available funding sources, including ticket sales,
rental fees, private funding, sponsorships, and public agency grants or support.
Upon completion of each Level Two feasibility study, a detailed report is presented to the
Board and staff that includes recommendations for site and location, facility plan and
components, administrative and management structures, funding/financing mechanisms, and
overall program feasibility.
Relations with Heritage Fields/Great Park Neighborhoods
Long-term strategic planning of the Great Park requires close consultation with the Park’s
principal development partner.
Throughout the four-year process of developing and refining the Comprehensive Master Plan,
the Design Studio has assisted Corporation staff in coordinating the Great Park’s planning
objectives with those of Heritage Fields.
This process has been complicated by the historic decline in the real estate development
market that has taken place from 2006 through the present. Heritage Fields has been forced
by market conditions to make substantial changes to its plans and strategies. These changes
have necessitated substantial changes to the original Development Agreement between the
City of Irvine and Heritage Fields.
An Amended Development Agreement (ADA) was approved by the Irvine City Council in
September 2009 following eighteen months of negotiations. Design Studio strategic planning
consultants Forde and Mollrich assisted the City in these negotiations, which resulted in a
Development Agreement that expanded the Park, provided additional revenue and allowed
the Great Park development to proceed in the midst of the worst recession since the Great
Depression.
Under this agreement, Lennar/Heritage Fields will pay $40 million over five years for shared
infrastructure and runway demolition. In addition, the Park will receive $18 million for
operations and maintenance and an additional $9 million over the next nine years in lieu of
golf course revenue.
Lennar/Heritage Fields will also provide an additional 135.5 acres of land, increasing the
size of the Park to nearly 1,500 acres.
The Design Studio continues to work with Corporation staff and Heritage Fields leadership to
reach an agreement on a series of land use and entitlement issues to the benefit of both
parties.
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Grant Partners/Public Funding
The Great Park is a model of self-sufficiency. A two-year Business Plan for the Park
demonstrated that Park development, operation, and maintenance will be funded by sources
within the Park, including fees and taxes paid by Park developers and future Park
redevelopment fee requirements. Leases, parking fees, sponsorships, and other revenue
generated by the Park also contribute to Park funding.
In order to accelerate Park development, the Corporation and the City of Irvine are presently
pursuing funding opportunities from federal, state, and county sources.
These opportunities come in several forms.
Federal Funding Opportunities
• Funds for “shovel ready” jobs programs funded through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act and the new federal jobs program under consideration in Congress;
• Appropriations for Park-related transportation and infrastructure under the “TEA-LU”
transportation funding program;
• “Earmarked” appropriations for specific park projects, such as the restoration funding
for the historic Hangar 244 provided through an earmark sponsored by U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer;
• Funding opportunities for urban parks through the Federal Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LWCF), the Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program
(UPARR), Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG), Surface
Transportation Reauthorization, Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC)
Healthy Communities Program; and
• Funding under the new “Treasured Landscapes” program created by Secretary of the
Interior Ken Salazar.
Measure M Funding Opportunities
• Funding for mitigation and water quality programs relating to the Agua Chinon and
the Wildlife Corridor;
• Transportation funding related to the Irvine Transportation Center; and
• Proposition 116 “swap” funding for the Great Park shuttle system.
State Grant Opportunities
• Proposition 84 park bond funding for Great Park sports programs; and
• Proposition 84 integrated water material funding for Great Park water quality
programs
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The Design Studio, through its consultants Forde and Mollrich, assisted Corporation and City
of Irvine staff in identifying funding opportunities, presenting funding requests, and
coordinating public outreach, when necessary, to support grant proposals.
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The 200-Acre Plan
In October 2009, the Board approved a $65.5 million construction plan for the first phase of
major Great Park development (Phase I), making the Great Park the largest public works
project in Orange County. The plan, which includes upgraded infrastructure, expanded
agriculture, sports fields, cultural amenities, and more, will generate thousands of jobs for the
region and greatly expand the Great Park’s ability to host programs and events.
The 200-Acre Plan

The Design Studio prepared numerous design studies, phasing strategies and cost estimating
services in 2009 leading to the development of the first phase construction program. The first
phase of construction focuses on early activation of Park areas synergistically located near the
Great Park Balloon and Preview Park, and opens up portions of the Western Sector of the
Park for the development of lawns, soccer fields, a palm court, picnic grounds, agriculture
areas, and an extension of the timeline. The Board adopted the plan in October 2009 and
appropriated $65.5 million in capital funding for the first phase of development.
This huge construction project builds on the success of the 27.5-acre Preview Park. The plan
focuses on building out a core section of the Park for the most immediate and wide-ranging
public benefit. Access to the Park will continue during construction, as it has since the Park
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was opened. Visitors will experience the Park while it grows, getting a unique view of its
development from the ground as well as from the Great Park Balloon.
The unique elements of the Great Park will be emphasized in the $65.5 million construction
plan – Sports and Recreation, Arts and Culture, and Agriculture. The strategy behind this
early phase of development is to keep faith with the Board’s governing principle of creating a
“park for everyone.”
Sports and Recreation
Sports and recreation have always been an important component of the Great Park and the
Park’s mission to promote healthy, active lifestyles. Partnerships with the Anaheim Ducks
hockey club and LA Galaxy soccer team have helped the Great Park to promote this mission,
and the opportunities for additional partnerships and activities provided by the first phase of
Sports Park expansion will help us to reach our objective of a healthier, happier Orange
County.
Soccer Fields
A lawn, containing three lighted soccer fields, will provide a venue for soccer, lacrosse and
football tournaments and games. In addition, a multipurpose sports field will be built that is
large enough for three additional unlighted fields. The multipurpose lawn will also be wellsuited for small festivals and events, such as kite festivals.
Trails and Bike Paths
Sports Park improvements will also include the 9-acre Timeline West featuring shade
structures, seating, trees and a Class II bike trail. Bike lanes and pedestrian access to the
Great Park will also be added on Marine Way and “C” Street, allowing visitors to run, ride
or walk to the Great Park.
Picnic Meadow
A 14-acre play and picnic area with large shade trees will be developed adjacent to the
Festival Event site. This more natural location will be ideal for picnicking, less-formal events
and relaxation.
Coming Soon: Kids Rock!
Kids Rock! is a dynamic play environment that will be located near the Great Park Balloon.
The design of Kids Rock is inspired by the water cycle and ecology. Shade structures recall
clouds with cooling shade and mist, climbing rocks symbolize mountains, water play and blue
surfacing emulate the future Canyon and Lake, and a seat wall made of recycled concrete
runway tells a story of sustainability. Kids Rock! will be fun, educational and physically
challenging while engaging children of all ages to climb, slide, balance, splash, search, and
learn.
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Arts and Culture
Arts and cultural programs have been a staple of the Great Park from its inception. The Great
Park’s tremendously successful summer concert series, community arts fairs hosted in
partnership with OC Arts, and hours of planning and brainstorming sessions with southern
California’s arts community have ensured that arts and cultural activities will be embedded in
every aspect of Park development. Phase I is no exception.
The Palm Court
The Palm Court will be a formal area within the Great Park used for special event
programming, arts and cultural exhibitions and every-day use. The space is defined by the
existing Hangar 244 and its flanking squadron buildings. The buildings will be renovated to
accommodate a variety of uses including art and culture exhibitions and flexible-use space. In
addition to establishing a nexus for the arts at the Great Park, the Palm Court will provide an
ideal location for formal and informal galas, events and gatherings.
The Festival Site
Though the festival has already been built and is not part of the construction plan, its
adjacency to the picnic meadow and cultural facilities provides synergies that will enhance
the Great Park. The picnic meadow is designed for use in conjunction with the festival site for
large events, providing additional space when needed. Cultural programs that use the festival
site will also be able to interact with the arts programs in the Great Park, providing an even
richer experience for visitors.
Agriculture
Great Park agriculture programs have already been tremendously successful in reconnecting
visitors to agrarian practices and educating them about the process of getting food “from
farm to your fork.” The construction plan will build on this success, with 100 additional acres
dedicated to agricultural uses.
The Great Park Farms and Citrus Orchard
The plan includes a 100-acre working farm designed to provide fresh, locally grown organic
produce to the public and to area food banks. It will be bordered by a 2,500-tree orange
orchard, planted with trees donated through the Great Park Conservancy. Facilities and site
features will be provided in the agriculture area to enhance farm maintenance operations,
provide interpretive elements and plant proposed water quality basins.
Agricultural Pavilion
The Agricultural Pavilion will be an iconic Park structure located in the western portion of the
Great Park. The plan calls for a grand permanent structure that will serve as an “upscale”
roadside farm stand as well as a community networking center. The facility will be capable of
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accommodating many different agricultural and cultural uses, including a produce stand, a
Wi-Fi connected meeting space, and a café.
Community Gardens and Food and Farm Lab Exhibitions
A 1.5-acre community garden will be located directly west of the existing Farm and Food Lab.
The community garden will consist of small soil plots where community members can grow
their own produce. Decomposed granite pathways, interpretive signs, and seating will be
located throughout the area. Additional enhancements will also be made to the 1.5-acre Farm
and Food Lab to further activate the site for programs and educational activities.
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Appendix A
Design Awards
The Orange County Great Park Corporation, Board of Directors and Great Park Design
Studio have received numerous prestigious awards in recognition of their high quality,
comprehensive, and innovative planning and design efforts, including the following.

American Institute of Architects (National)
2009 AIA Honor Award in Regional & Urban Design
American Planning Association (National)
2009 Focused Planning Issue Award
American Institute of Architects (California Council)
2008 Honor Award in Regional & Urban Design
American Society of Landscape Architects (National)
2008 National Honor Award for Analysis & Planning
American Planning Association (California Chapter)
2008 Focused Planning Issue Award
American Planning Association (Orange County Chapter)
2008 Focused Planning Issue Award
American Society Of Landscape Architects (National)
2009 National Award for Research
American Society of Landscape Architects (National)
2009 Professional Honor Award for General Design
(Orange County Great Park Observation Balloon Preview Park)
Sustainable Sites Initiative
2008 Case Study
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National Praise
National leaders in landscape architecture, architecture and planning have praised the
Orange County Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan.
“The Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park represents an
extraordinary accomplishment. When completed, this project will
serve as a model for reclaiming large, damaged, former industrial
sites, and restoring them for public use.”
Niall Kirkwood, Professor and Chair
Department of Landscape Architecture
Graduate School of Design
Harvard University

“21st Century principles of sustainability are present in every aspect
of the Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park. In addition to
creating a great public space with zero net energy goal, the ideas
and technologies generated in the park will serve as a living
laboratory, raising the bar for sustainable planning and
development.”
Frederick Steiner, Dean
School of Architecture
University of Texas at Austin

“The Comprehensive Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park outlines an astounding
vision of a new kind of park. The park plan is innovative, bring a number of different uses
and elements to the region as well as becoming a very visible example so sustainability.”
Carol Rhea, Jury Chair
American Planning Association
“The Orange County Great Park is a perfect example of a public space designed to integrate
successfully into the surrounding community. It represents the very best application of modern
principles of urban design to the reuse of a decommissioned military base – a visionary place for
the 21st Century.”
Dennis Pieprz, President
Sasaki Associates
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The Orange County Great Park named “one of the best Design Projects of 2007.”
Christopher Hawthorne
Architecture Critic
Los Angeles Times
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Led by Master Designer and landscape architect, Ken Smith, the Great Park Design Studio is
comprised of a group of landscape architects, architects, designers, and engineers
responsible for developing the Master Plan for the Orange County Great Park.
Design Studio Principal Contractors
Ken Smith, Master Designer
Ken Smith Landscape Architect
Ken Smith is an award-winning, internationally-recognized landscape architect and the
principal of Ken Smith Landscape Architect. His firm was awarded two American Landscape
Society of Landscape Architecture design awards in 2004, among the highest honors a
design firm can receive.
Mia Lehrer & Associates
Landscape Architecture
Mia Lehrer is the founding principal of Mia Lehrer + Associates, an internationally recognized
landscape architecture firm based in Los Angeles. She is known for her progressive landscape
designs and has been published in international journals as well as included in several
important museum and gallery exhibitions.
Green Shield Ecology
Ecological and Natural Systems
Green Field Ecology’s principal, Dr. Steven Handel, restores degraded urban lands, adding
sustainable ecological services, biodiversity, and amenities to the landscape. His research
and work to improve ecological restoration have been honored internationally.
TEN Arquitectos
Architectural Features
Award-winning designer Enrique Norten established TEN-Arquitectos in Mexico City in 1985.
He has designed landmark buildings throughout the world and is recognized as one of the
world’s leading contemporary architects.
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Fuscoe Engineering
Engineering
Fuscoe Engineering’s principal, Patrick Fuscoe, has built a deep bank of know-how and
experience in his 30-year career. He has been lead engineer on milestone assignments,
including the Ronald Reagan Federal Building and Courthouse, Irvine’s Woodbridge Village,
and USMC Camp Pendleton. Pat is involved with the Urban Land Institute and is Chairman of
Miocean, a non-profit organization dedicated to reducing urban runoff.
Gafcon
Management
Yehudi Gaffen and his wife founded Gafcon in 1987 to bring together a group of motivated
and highly talented professionals to serve clients with all aspects of construction and
development. Gafcon has grown into one of Southern California’s most respected project
management firms and has been ranked as one of the top 25 pure project managers in the
United States.
Forde and Mollrich
Strategic Planning and Communication
Forde and Mollrich is an Orange County based firm with 30 years of experience in advising
public agencies and private companies on complex public policy issues. Forde and Mollrich
developed the strategic communications plan that enabled the City of Irvine to defeat the
County’s plan to build an international airport at the former Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro
and created a redevelopment plan featuring a great metropolitan park.
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Great Park Design Studio Principle Sub-Contractors
Butsko Utility Design, Inc.
Dry Utility Planning
Bustako Utility Design is a leader in the utility industry with project experience including startup municipal utilities, municipal improvements, master planned communities, regional
shopping centers, commercial/industrial centers, and major re-development projects. Butsko’s
staff is comprised of utility design, engineering and management professional’s with
significant experience planning and engineering both telecommunication and private
electrical systems associated with these master planning and design services.
Chora Creative
Philanthropic Development
Chora is a consulting firm that provides creative vision, clarity of purpose, and strategic
management oversight for educational projects while raising the funds for their successful
implementation. Chora’s hallmark approach seamlessly integrates entertainment and
education values delivering distinctive, worthwhile experiences in diverse learning
environments.
Buro Happold
Sustainability and Structural Engineering
Buro Happold is a world-class integrated multi-disciplinary company that offers a full range of
engineering services along with urban design and planning, regeneration and master
planning, transport planning, access and disability design consultancy, sustainability
consultancy, quantity surveying, project management, and cost engineering. Engaging local
communities and ensuring their meaningful and ongoing participation is a crucial part of Buro
Happold’s philosophy.
Maya Dunne & Associates, Inc
Community Health
Maya Dunne has over 20 years of leadership experience working with non-profit and public
organizations serving multicultural communities. Maya Dunne & Associates provide social
capital, healthy communities and community health program ideas for the Great Park along
with direction on health and wellness policy, and feasibility research for an arts and culture
center and a multicultural center.
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Wallace Laboratories
Agronomics Soil Testing
Wallace Laboratories principals Arthur Wallace, Ph.D (soils and plant nutrition) and Garn A.
Wallace, Ph.D (biochemistry), provide consulting on soil, fertility, plant physiology, water
quality, land restoration, salinity, toxicity, trace minerals, composts, amendments, soil
conditioners and most related areas to plant growth, establishment of vegetation, erosion
control, and plant propagation.
Townsend Public Affairs, Inc.
Public Funding
Townsend Public Affairs has become one of the top ten advocacy firms in California and is
the only firm in its echelon dedicated primarily to working on behalf of public agencies and
non-profit organizations to secure significant government funding to transform legacy projects
from dreams into reality.
LSA Associates, Inc.
Environmental and Traffic Assessment and Planning
LSA is a diversified environmental, transportation, and community planning firm, designed to
meet the need for environmental evaluation as a result of the passage of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
LSA is a diverse group of highly skilled professionals, many of whom are recognized experts
in the following fields: environmental analysis, biology and wetlands, resource planning and
management, urban design, noise analysis, geographic information systems (GIS),
transportation, habitat restoration, cultural and paleontological resources, community and
land use planning, air quality, and water quality.
Bufano Management Company
Heritage and Aviation Museum Consultant
Ralph Bufano, FRAeS, is a 38-year veteran of museum and arts management. Mr. Bufano has
held many prestigious positions during his career, including serving as President Emeritus at
the Museum of Flight in Seattle, Director of the Paine Art Center and Arboretum, Executive
Director of the EAA Aviation Foundation, President of the Kansas City Museum and Director
for the Ward Foundation Museum.
Bufano is an accreditation surveyor for the American Association of Museums and the western
regional representative to the International Association of Transport and Communications
Museums.
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Moore Iacafano Goltsman, Inc.
Sports Park Consultant
MIG specializes in the planning, design, and management of specialized environments and
programs for children. Since 1981, MIG has researched and documented how appropriate
design and programming can support the developmental and educational needs of children
of all ages and abilities. The environments MIG creates serve as an educational resource,
providing play and learning opportunities through direct contact with the natural world. In
addition, as a nationally recognized leader in universal design, MIG incorporates
accessibility and universal design concepts into every project.
Aquatic Design Group
Lake and Water Feature Design
Aquatic Design Group focuses on swimming pool and water feature design and engineering.
Aquatic Design Group provides architectural design, as well as structural, mechanical and
electrical engineering services for each swimming pool or water feature within a designated
project. Their experience includes competition, recreation and leisure-based aquatic facilities,
with representative projects for colleges and universities, high schools, community parks and
recreation departments, resort hotels, waterparks, and theme parks.
Underground Service Company
Utility Location and Testing
Underground Service Company is a general engineering contractor that provides pipeline
testing and utility location services for industrial entities. Underground Service Company
works with energy companies, government agencies, municipalities, and civil engineers to
provide conclusive results that eliminate project downtime. Using the latest electronic
technology coupled with years of field experience, Underground Services Company provides
solutions to some of the most challenging underground dilemmas.
Westgroup Designs, Inc.
Architecture
Westgroup Designs is a visionary partnership that has provided nationally and internationally
awarded services in planning and architecture for small and large clients in civic, medical,
and educational markets, as well as the private sector. Westgroup employs a collaborative,
multi-disciplined approach to project design, providing services in programming, master
planning and concept design through entitlements, complete design, construction documents,
construction administration and management to facilities assessment. Westgroup’s proven
strategy ensures timelines are met, budgets are kept, and that the project design evolves,
meeting the critical demands of each client at every phase of development.
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NMG Geotechnical, Inc.
Geotechnical and Drilling
NMG Geotechnical, Inc. is committed to providing the valuable commodities of expertise and
personalized service in a flexible, innovative and timely manner. NMG’s substantial technical
and field experience, as well as cost effective and practical engineering solutions, have
yielded long-standing trustworthy relationships with clients, design team professionals and
jurisdictional agencies.
Lawson & Associates Geotechnical Consulting, Inc.
Geotechnical
Timothy Lawson, founder Lawson & Associates Geotechnical Consulting, is one of a select few
individuals registered as a geotechnical engineer and a certified engineering geologist,
allowing him to accurately and efficiently review a broad range of geotechnical projects.
The staff at LGC includes highly-educated and licensed geologists and engineers who
combine their technical knowledge and extensive field experience to provide straightforward,
cost effective engineering solutions to complex geotechnical problems.
Tetra Tech, Inc.
Plume Extraction Well
Tetra Tech, Inc. provides responsible resource management and sustainable infrastructure
services that encompass the full life cycle of solutions. Tetra Tech, Inc. was founded in 1966 to
provide engineering services related to waterways, harbors, and coastal areas. Over the past
40 years, Tetra Tech has expanded its scope to include environmental services, water/
wastewater management, infrastructure services, security design, and outsourced technical
services.
Dudek & Associates, Inc.
Horticulture
Since 1980, Dudek’s environmental and engineering professionals have helped design, plan,
permit, and construct projects involving natural resource management, infrastructure
development and regulatory compliance.
As California's leading mid-sized firm combining environmental and engineering disciplines,
Dudek’s diverse impact in communities is evidenced in preserved native habitat and
wetlands, sewer lines running beneath streets, and recycled water systems irrigating
landscapes.
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Empower/Excel, Inc.
Philanthropic and Sponsorship Development
Empower/Excel, Inc. was formed 2007 to provide consulting services to nonprofit and public
organizations. Empower/Excel is committed to helping these organizations realize their full
potential by developing processes to capture, assess, implement, and sustain “Big Ideas” and
ultimately become sustainable, prosperous, and effective organizations.
Arts Orange County
Art Integration
Arts Orange County builds appreciation, participation and support for arts and arts
education throughout Orange County. Established in 1995 as the nonprofit, countywide arts
council of Orange County, California, the council's dedicated staff and Board of Directors
support a vision to establish the county as one of the top ten creative communities in the
nation. To that end, Arts Orange County serves as a resource and advocate for the arts
community, as a catalyst for leadership on arts issues, and as a sponsor of programs and
services which enhance public awareness of arts activities and promote the development of
the arts and arts education.
Intelliconnect
Media and Technology
Intelliconnect provides its customers with a wide array of telecommunications equipment,
including switching and transmission equipment for the central office environment.
LOGIC, Inc.
Aviation Consultant
LOGIC is a full-service museum consulting company, with capabilities to plan and develop
cultural, educational, and economic development attractions. LOGIC conducts studies for
proposed attractions, translating data into plans to allocate space, conceptualize exhibits,
establish operating systems, and develop public programs. Blending experience in the
nonprofit sector with commercial interests of tourism and partnerships in community economic
development, LOGIC helps clients incorporate the elements essential for operating vitality.
Discovery Science Center
Nature Education Garden Consultant
Discovery Science Center is a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating young minds,
assisting teachers and increasing public understanding and appreciation of science, math,
and technology through interactive exhibits and programs.
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Imaginary Forces
Signage and Wayfinding
Peter Frankfurt serves as creative director and managing partner of Imaginary Forces, the
multidisciplinary communications, entertainment, and design firm he co-founded in 1996.
Frankfurt's involvement with the company's most significant projects has been instrumental in
continuing to push IF in new directions. Some of his most high profile projects include the
design of a branded experience for BMW and collaborating as a founding member of United
Architects on the World Trade Center redesign project.
D.D. Pagano, Inc.
Irrigation Design
Dave Pagano, founder and principal of D.D. Pagano, has provided professional services for
over 27 years in development and research in the field of irrigation. Irrigation design
development, product research and testing, water conservation analysis, system analysis and
construction methods are only a few of the services that make D.D. Pagano a recognized
leader in the field of irrigation consulting. This knowledge and experience is reflected in all
irrigation designs - designs that are geared to provide the end user with the most efficient,
innovative, and cost-effective irrigation system possible.
Conti Lighting Design LLC
Lighting Design
Jim Condi is an associate professor at Pratt Institute’s School of Architecture and has designed
award winning projects in downtown Manhattan, including one of the largest illuminated art
installations, Glowing Topiary Garden, illumination of the largest gem-cut quartz crystal in the
world as a part of a Memorial at American Express Headquarters, and lighting design for the
Elevated Acre and Beacon at 55 Water Street Plaza.
Current projects include the illumination of a park converted from the old railyard in
downtown Santa Fe, a NYC Department of Cultural Affairs Commission for “Core”, a series
of environmentally activated light towers along the Gowanus Canal and new offices for
Morningstar in Chicago.
Fluidity Design Consultants
Innovative Water Features Design
Fluidity is configured to provide unbiased advice, creative design, and lucid engineering.
Each water design project is conceived and developed for maximum experiential and
aesthetic value. The studio is motivated by evolutionary creativity, significance in water
expression, architectural and urban thought, ecological balance, engineering lucidity and
multidisciplinary problem solving.
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Made in Space
Signage and Wayfinding/Colorist
Made in Space is a design consultancy owned and operated by April Greiman. Made in
Space has collaborated with architects such as Barton Myers, Frank Ghery, RoTo Architects
and the Great Park Design Studio. These projects range from signage and exhibitions, to the
development of color, materials and surface pallets, three dimensional works, and various art
commissions.
Cho Design Associates
Structural Engineer
Steven Cho is president of Cho Design Associates, a Costa Mesa based company which has
provided consulting services to the City of Mission Viejo and the Los Angeles Unified School
District, among others.
Economic Research Associates
Economics and Fiscal Impact Analysis
ERA is an international consulting firm working primarily in real estate, entertainment and
leisure, and land use policy and planning. ERA works with private entities, government
agencies, and non-profits to help them understand their markets, to assess risk and to clarify
the uncertainties inherent in any business strategy and public policy development.
Yagade Consulting, Inc.
Specifications and Technical Writing
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